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GENER&L THEORY OF THE DOUBLE-FED SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE
Mohammed G. E1-Magrabi
I. INTRODUCTION
The double-fed synchronous machine has some special characteris- L#
tics and poses an interesting problem from the theoretical as well
the experimental point of v.e-v. The term double-fed synchronous ma-
chine (d.s.m.) stands for	 ;hrec-phase machine, the rotor and stator
of which are fed with currduts of the same frequency. The function-
ing of the machine may simply be conceived by the following qualita-
tive considerations. Any chosen type of electrical machines func-
tions by the existence of two circulation waves (m.m.k.) which are
relatively static and constantly remain in step. This condition is
necessary if an energy exchange should take place between the elec-
tric channels and the mechanical channel, otherwise, the mean torque
and as such the transferred power is nil. In machines without direct
current generation, the energy can - according to the respective con-
ditions - be exchanged between one and the other two of the three
channels, i.e., the mechanical and the two electrical channels which
produce the two circulation waves (flux). In the case of the d.s.m.,
rotor as well as stator carry three phase currents of the same fre-
quency. The effect of the stator currents on air-slit flow is iden-
tical to that of a circulation which is roughly of sinus shape with
constant amplitude, and which rotates with a constant velocity
^ 1 . r /min^	 (f= frequency, p= amount of polar pairs) in one direction
which depends on the phase sequence of the currents. In a similar
manner a circulation is produced by the rotor currents. It rotates
with the same velocity in relation to the rotor body. The phase se-
quence of stator and rotor currents is chosen in such a way that the
rotor flux is opposite in relation to the stator body. If the rotor
is turned with a velocity of 2n r/min.in the direction of the stator
flux, both flux waves will relatively be static and keep each other
in step. In this case the energy flow between the mechanical and
both electrical channels is possible. Once both flux waves are in
step, the machine will - under stable conditions - rotate with a
fixed velocity of 2n quite independent of the conditions which
are imposed on the mechanical system. These conditions will deter- 	 /6
mine magnitude and direction of power transfer between the machine
and the electrical system.
The general characteristics of the machine show that it forms an
intermediary stage between an induction machine and the normal syn-
chronous machine. Fundamentally, it is similar to the induction ma-
Numbers inthe margin Indicate pagination in the foreign text.
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chines in the fact that it consists of a three-phase stator and a
three-phase rotor. Likewise, the main field of the machine is pro-
duced by alternating currents (power-producing currents), and no
external direct current source is necessary to produce and maintain
the field. In its behavior the machine rather resembles a normal
synchronous machine, since it runs with a fixed velocity which is in
a fixed relationship to the frequency. Thus, a tendency to oscillate
exists and synchronization with a net is necessary.
Literature so far has called the machine a double-fed induction
machine. Actually, no energy exchange by induction processes takes
place. Strictly speaking, the term this is incorrect. This is why
we use the term double-fed synchronous machine.
A detail of the machine in which it differs from all types of
electric machines is the fact that electric power is supplied with
one frequency and changed into mechanic power - in the motor case -
within the rotor as well as the stator, in the generator case it is
produced within th with the same requency. From this fact a
certain saving of material becomes obvious.
The basic idea of the d.s.m. stems from the year 1899. At that
time Prof. Kloss mentioned the idea in a German patent l ). Indepen-
dently, a short note was published at the same time by H. Grob, which
deals with the functioning and characteristics of the d.s.m., but
neither an experimental nor an analytical work was mentioned. The
next publication was by E. Ziehl (1905) who undertook a theoretical
and experimental study o? tipchine. He also showed for the first
time the possibility of generator operation of the machine. The
first detailed analysis of the machine was published by
J. Tscherdanzev in 1926. The parameter he used was the phase angle
between terminal voltage and induced voltage (which in the case of
the ordinary synchronous machine is known as output angle), and as
a result got the equations of the machine as function of this param-
eter. He treats only the very simple case of a symmetrical machine.
In the studies of Dr. E. Messing on the common double-fed in-
	 /7
duction machine, he treats t e pro em of the symmetrical double-fed
machine by using the angle between the two flux waves in space as pa-
rameter.
In 1935, Prof. Kloss together with Dr. H.Steudel, edited an
article which explained the action of the machine as well as a method
to remove its tendency to oscillate whenever operating on heavy
current.
All research so far mentioned was limited to the studies of
parallel and series connection of the "symmetric machine", i.e., with
identical number of turns and identical constants of rotor and stator.
This is hypothetical, since this cannot be reached by the best con-
struction of the machine; it can never occur in practice even if
planned. The only two analyses of assymetric machines were done by
1) See bibliography at the end.
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T. Herschdorfer (1932) for parallel connection and by Brailowsky (1944)
or ser es connection. Both used the rather traditional pararster,i:e.,
the space angle between stator and rotor flux. Calculating the ma-
chine as to its results takes a large amount of effort. Additionally,
the solution of the parallel connection (which is the more difficult
case) given by Mr. Herschdorfer was incomplete, since certain approx-
imations were made to ca cu ate the circle diagram and pull-out
torque.
In the present research we studied the very general case of
double-fed synchronous operation, stator and rotor of the machine
having asymetric constants and dissimilar number of turns and
fed by voltages of different magnitudes and phases. Both, motor and
generator operation are studied. The main equations are developed
first and the generation of the common field is studied. After that,
combined time and space vector diagrams are set up which enable a
clear physical view of the behavior of the machine in various situa-
tions. The main equations are solved purely analytically, after-
wards equivalent circuits of the machine are given and impedance and
current diagrams are constructed. As special cases of the general
theory solutions are given which were developed by various authors
for the special cases of parallel and series connections. Based on
the obtained analytical results, the characteristics of the common
d.f.s. operation are explained. It is further explained how they are
influenced by asymmetry of the constants and voltages, and improved
by a suitable amount of voltage asymmetry. Finall!, the theoretical
results are confirmed by experiments on various degrees- of assym-
metry.
2. GENERAL ANALYSIS OF THE MACHINE
	
is
(2.1.) Development of Main Equations
Introduction: in every closed circuit of the machine the follow-
ing law is true at any time:
—tic = Ri+^ l (Li + ^ 1/
..
i „)	 (^)
where:
u - momentary value of terminal voltage, Volt.
i - momentary value of current in the circuit, Ampere.
R = circuit resistance, Ohm.
L - self inductance circuit, Henry.
Ml, M2,.. Mn - counter inductance of the circuit and other circuits, which
are magnetically coupled with the circuit considered,
Henry.
i l, 12,-- in = currents flowing in the other magnetically coupled
circuits.
3
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There are six electric circuits in the machine, three in the
rotor and three in the stator. The six circuits are coupled magneti-
cally and each one of them has resistance and self inductance. The
counter inductance between each phase of the stator and each phase
of the rotor varies according to the relative position of both
phases. It reaches a maximum when the magnetic axes of both phases
coincide, whereas it equals zero when both axes have a shift of " .
Self inductance of a phase of the stator or the rotor as well as the
counter inductance of two phases in the stator or rotor are not
actually absolute constants, but change due to the change of iron
permeability and the fluctuation of reluctance of the magnetic circuit
which is caused by stator and rotor slots.
In the following calculations the self inductances as well as
the counter inductances between rotor or stator phases are con-
sidered to be constants. We also presume that the counter in-
ductance coefficients between each stator and each rotor phase change
in the ratio of the cosine of the angle between both respective
axes. The iron losses are for the present neglected.
Development of the equations: Fig. 1 represents the general case
in which six voltage u Su, uSv , uSw , uru , ury and urw are applied to
the six phases of the machine. Fig. 2 represents the relative posi-
tions of the magnetic axes of the six phases at a chosen point of
time t.
Fig. 1
Using Fig. 2, the application of equation (1) to the six phases
results in the following differential equations:
— "„ = }ay A,
+,(l }^^ /^NN4'(}M. + t.r ► :11N. +},^ 1/,.c^lxS
^:1	 (	 ^^)1
+	 iN^ /^,^ + ('. + i.. J/.. + i .1/,. 4 •41x S^Il
a 7r i
U	 II
i'. by + 11 l I } Is.e + (i, + it ) 111.. + i 1/,. f ux S
'^	 (	 4	 !
( 2)
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4
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I	 •_n	 47► 1/ .rw ^^::r 111 IN 1 }) ^	 ,^ ^ ^ i rp (^^ r , l'^IN ^^7 ^	
/r
+ d 	 + ( i,. + 	 + i„^ tl/ ,,('40-A
L	 ;.' sr 1	 4 n
+i,.,1l,,c/IN ^S+ 21 / +iY Mxr CON^8+ ,3 )M	 \
—4Lr^ a i,'. R,+ d ^ ir. 1jrr + Yr. +ir.)M, +i".Mt,Ct1N8d t
+ i". MSr C(,S (S + 23 ) + i' .4f cuN 1 S+ 4:: ) J
where:
Rs, Rr - resistance of a rotor or stator phase, Ohm.
Lss, Lrr - self inductance of a stator or rotor phase, Henry.
Mss , Mrr - counter inductance between two phases of stator or rotor,
Henry.
Msr , Mrs - maximum of counter inductance between a stator phase and
a rotor phase, Henry.
u	 w	 Rotor	 V
tt --- _'^	
:^	 direction of rotation	 /10_ _—
-Rot-or~
U	 V	 stdtor W
Fig. 2: representation of the axes of
the six machine phases (phase
sequence: U - V - W for stator
and rotor.
The six simultaneous differential equations (2) and (3) refer to
the momentary values of voltages, currents and velocity, thus re-
presenting the machine in all the various stages.
It is clear that the angle h has the value
A = 1W "ft
	 (4)
where:
w. : electrical angle velocity of the rotation at time t.
For normal operation in a stationary stage as d.s.m. all voltages
and currents should be sinusoidal and of identical frequency. They can
then be expressed as follow:
5
-... .r--^••--^.s-" ri:.i 1"'°"` t^^`5n";c'^n"R.fcwy^r.-A,a.,.^..,-^-
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UN sin (w14,Mj
:i
1
u„- = U„sin wt +a,— 47r` I
%,.	 11, Hill (W I +a,)
u,, = U, min 1 wt+a,— -2
U	 4v^21,x = ,xttl u► l +a,--
Jr min (a)t+A„)
.2n^
4a1
2 v
i,^ s J, ai n f w l -F^ 11, - a
i,. = J,xin ^wt +A,-47rt
(G)
Under these conditions the rotor would run with constant ve-
locity 2w and equation (4) can be expressed as follows:
b = J twd! s 21at + b,
(6)
where:	 (an arbitrary constant)
Substituting relations ( 5) and ( 6) in the differential equa-
tions ( 2) and ( 3) and developing the trigonometric functions, we
get the following equations for the stationary stage:
—u„r s — 11, min (wl +ar)
A fit. 4-jw(h.— ,til r„) ) Jr gin(,ut+Aj+jwJ,M (1v,g(•^w1 +Stl)gin (wl+A,)
"4,l+Stl+ 2 it girl wl +A 41r+cxlH ^	 ( ,—
Y: l
_ (1t,+ jw(1.,,,— 1/,,,,)JJ„gin(wt+Ar)+jw./, 	 ^Kill(:tcul+Stl +A,)
'l+Hill(—wl—S tl +A,)+ girl :twt+Stl +A,— :`^+Hitt(—wl—Stl+A,)
+*itt^:tw	 417t+Stl+A,— .t ) + sin ( — wt — Stl+A,)^
_ (!i +'wIL	 41	 1 gin(wt+A +'wJ	 gin wt —8,+A,)
It can be concluded:
-C,sin(wt+a,) 	 =[ltr+jwL,,,^]J,:•.in(wt+A,)
	 - jwJ,11/dgirl(wt^Stl—A,)
i	 6
/11
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likewise:
	
^ T 	 •2 C 	
T/
	
UA KI11 ^trJt^ a- : t
	= I U. 1 W /'.„, I./„-ill rat I A.' :t ) f W ./, IIJ Kill ^(41 t1ry —^, :t
Ua sill^wt}ar k / = l/t,tjW/.,,,a)•/ 4 ff -Jcu./,JIjMill^CoI ISo-A,-^`
(J)
-U,ain(wt1 a,)
I2 T'
— 11,KIr1 ^UJt+O(r :t
T
-U,Sin	
4
^wt+a,— :t
where:
jw1"'11j, Kill (WIIA,)	 -jW./, Ij sin ( wI SO-A„)
l., j J'Kin(W1IA,- 
:1	 WJ.AJa Hill (got l8o-A„- •"^ l (^)
T^
a (It, 4 IW I.,,^ J .I,Nin	 4T^U,t ^ A,- :t ) -/w J,,.l/a aln (tul I So-A,- •'t t
cyclic inductance of a stator phase
I,,,_j (h,, AI„ ► 	 = cyclic inductance of a rotor phase
111 . 1 : ,41., 11,.	 mutual cyclic inductance ( between stator and rotor)
Taking any two equations of (7) and any two equations of (3) into
consideration, these four equations can be solved for the four un- 	 /12
known .1^, .I,. A and A, . Since all components in these equations
change with the same frequency, it is of advantage to first express
them exponentially. we use the following expressions:
11, = 11'ef°t 	 Z. — J,t.JA,
Equations ( 7) and ( 8) thus are changed into the following:
Stator:
— 11. c;"'t	 = { /t„ + i W G,,,,d } .^„ t.;-,t	 — j w .1J^ Z, t•:^ t. ; IS- - : A,i
,
	
G 	 ;(S-• 2A.)
	
y+^W /irr,)`,r t^	 P	
— ^W JIj
'j, e	 t,	 :1 t,	 ( ► '1}
Wf
1e	 InJ	 j -
J 
wf	 lu/ -J'” l IS
--$A,l
—ll,r a	 1	 {/t.l jw /...^);;,t 	 1 a	 jtuMjJ,t'
Rotor:
—11, r"	 (/t, # w Ian J } i^► t.'+uf	 — j W Md jr a l+d o' A- . ,$AJ
w
-11 Y l•d	 (Il + W J. } ; t i^rr v	 a	 J-rt J a ; t^„ $ A,1
lain . l l *	 Jud	 1 *	
I-11, t•	 t•	 :1	 (Il. '• jW Lt.J ) '^^, r	 t " J "S — j uJ .11
.1 ^^^'' 
J
"'t t. J a t, ;lb.. $ A,)
s
cults are the main equations:
-11, ^ 1R. +jw /...,1);i.- jW.l/a ^,t,;lb. :Aa	 (1=')
-4 / w h,,^) ^r - / W ,1J^ ^^„ J !b. t A.1	 (l:f}
7
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It is clear that equation (12) can represent any equation of
(10), likewise equation (13) can represent any equation of (11).
Thus, equations (12) and (13) are mathematically sufficient to
express the machine under all possible stable operational stages.
(2.2.) Physical Meaning of the Main Equation
The effective and the blind component of stator output per phase
equal the real or the imaginary part of the product 11,3,*, , where
,3,+ represents the conjugated vector of 2, . For the stator we thus
get:
11„J„r 'A..	 (!t,-I jo) /,,,,J ) J/ 2- I ji,► .11v./,.1,^ i^t►. A. A.1
— It,J" — i (o LMi J,=+j tu MaJ,J,rux (8o—A,- 7l,)
— W tMa J,J,Sin (So—A,—A,)
11 :1,* = I—J.= 1t,—w.MJ J,J, Hill (So — A,—A,)1
f 7l- wl.,,aJ,=+ w, 1/a J, J,c4m (ho 
-A,- Ar )1
likewise for the rotor:
( — J; ft, —t,,MA'1,J, sin (So —A,-A,)I
r►
+ j ( — w L,,a J,= +w ,Ma J, J, C(W (So
 —A, — A,) J	 • )
The effective output of the stator per phase thus is:
'k, _ - J,= n, - w ,1r, J, J, Kill w wu t.t
and of the rotor: 
PA., :.	 •/^ /t, - w :11J J, J, l+IR ^1^	 ^1'!l1.1•	 J
where:
Since the two quantities •/: U. and J.=11, are equal to stator or rotor
copper loss, equation (16) results in the fact that the inner or
electromagnetic output of the stator and rotor always have the same
direction, which is:
pi.	 1', , _ - u► .11, J, J, Aiu '/" Wattil'Ilaw.
The inner output of the ce:,=.;;Mete machine is:
/'r L -- li m Mi J. J, xin W	 Watt
	 (14)
/^
8
For certain values of stator and rotor currents equation (18)
shows that the inner output of the machine only depends on the size
of angle w and not on the various sizes of the three angles 8,. 1►„
and a, .
For the motor case:	 < W < V
and for the generator case:
	 < W < 2^
If currents of certain magnitudes flow into the machine, it
is always possible to shift the stator currents against the rotor
currents in time, more generally expressed this means: A-and A,
can be varied infinitely and independently from each other without
causing any influence on output, torque or power factor of both
sides, as long asW. S, - A, - a,remains unchanged. The following study
o angle W shows how This condition is fulfilled.
The mutual inductance between phase U of the stator and phase
U of the rotor is expressed by
.11" (VW S S. Map am ( •12',, t + 3i,)
so represents the angle ( in electrical degrees) which the rotor
describes from the time when the magnetic axes of phase q of the
stator and phase U of the rotor lie below each other until the time
t - 0. Since the mutual inductance changes according to a cosine
curve with double net frequency (Fig. 3), the angle + -a,) equals
half of the angle which the rotor describes from the time when the
magnetic axes of two respective phases coincide up until the time
when isu equals 0 (is increasing). Likewise, the angle (A.--,1,)
equals half of the angle which the rotor describes from the time when
the magnetic axes of two respective phases coincide up until ir u - 0
(is increasing). The output of the machine only depends on the sum
of these angles, i.e. angle W- According to equation ( 17), equa-
tions ( 12) and ( 13) are written as follows:
-11, - (K, f j'M/'. J)J.pik — j'WMj J,r iA. ,jV 	(1!0)
— U, a (/t, + i w j,"J ) J, riA• — i,, MA J, rA, ,jW	 (lU)
We now assume that the machine runs with a constant torque (and
thus a constant output). If angle ,, is changed by Ja, , equation
(20) is only fulfilled if A, changes evenly without variation of
J,../, and w
	 Equation ( 19) then also holds true. Furthermore, the
product 11,.;x, • is not changed and the blind and effective output of
rotor and stator are not influenced by it. These stages can be
reached in practice when the stator voltage is kept constant and the
phase of the rotor voltage m, is changed. As long as the two sides
of the machine are considered separately there is no effect, the
phase rather shifts evenly into the rotor current phase A,.
/14
9
i
nsrcos(ZW do)
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It is interesting, however, to watch how the machine adapts to
the new situation. Since.A, and 1p remain unchanged, equation (17)
shows that s„ changes like k 	 The two angles 18to __ A, ` and (8y - A.
change by + L, or _"
According to the above-mentioned importance of these angles, it 	 /15
is clear that these two changes can only take place due to a
momentary change of rotor velocity. Thus, both magnetic axes of the
phases U of rotor and stator will coincide at different times in
respect to the cyclic change of both currents. T:ie momentary change
of rotor velocity results in a shift of the rotor position in respect
to a synchronously rotating object. This effect equals the one
occurring in normal synchronous machines whenever the generating
current is varied. This shift of rotor position shall have the value
da, in electrical degrees.. Fig. 3 shows the phase relation under
such conditions before and after phase shift d&, of rotor voltage.
P ^ J, d,^,J
/rfp
	 dd,.	 ^(2 ^ 2 I
12 - fir - 2 ) ^	 a^
/d, -^ 
.L,l
1 2 s 2
J sin(W ..is
3r sin(awI.A, •day)
i - ^,)
P 2
Fig. 3. Influence of phase shift of the rotor voltage.
Before shift --------- After shift
a-, = Magnitude of shift
P- P' = The moment when the magnetic axes of the two phases
lie below each other before or after shift.
Thus, it is clear that the phase difference between stator and
rotor voltage has no influence on magnitude and relative phases of
all quantities of stator and rotor. However, it determines the
relative position of the rotor body it respect to a synchronously
rotating object. This shift of the rotor body is clearly demonstrated
when the rotor is supplied with a stroboscope disc, illuminated with
net frequency. When the phase angle between stator and rotor
10
/16voltages is changed, the seemingly immobile figure rotates evenly.
The main equations (12) and (13) express the relationship be-
tween machine currents and machine voltages when applying mutual
cyclic inductance and the complete self inductances of the turns.
Calculating the alternating current machines,usually not the
complete self inductances are used, they are rather divided into
two components; one which is effected by the mutual flow ("air-
slit flow"), and another which is caused by stray flux. Thus, we
use these familiar constants.
Where:
1'^•	 = stray inductance of stator per phase
stray inductance of rotor per phase
{{" = effective number of turns of stator per phase
(tI r = effective number of turns of rotor per ilhase
The following relationships between the old and new constants
are valid:
	
lirrl —' ^^o.	 {{.r	 ^(_1)
.^f.j = (L j — ^1Q^) ( L,.,, — ^i^) _ ( I^fLY l — ^^a^) {{ " — (^''rd — ^ia,) {{ r
Thus, equations (12) and (13) are re-written:
(11. 
ll (le'.	 \	 ,^	 cv,	 I (yy)
	
r	 r	 l	 u,) r	 r
where:
CrI,	 j Xi., [.3,
r
,, __ (U Lam.
", = ^^(^^ ^ - ^',•.) = equivalent mutual or magnetizing reactance
reduced to stator.
N,1. 	 (l,ni -1^,,,) = equivalent mutual or magnetizing reactance
reduced to rotor.
V-, and <<-, are the induced voltages per phase of stator or rotor
which induces the mutual air slit flow. They are proportional to
the effective number of turns. This can quite simply be recognized
from the equation (23):
/17
11
ix s)
Ls of reference
Irl
1U
11	 r
e. a 
L
J, ,YAinA,-Jr X FWr Hin (Sa -Ar)
1 
- j I J,X,,COSA,-Jr Xµ w
eO
	
	 L	 r
l YE. a ^^s^ = X 	 J+i + J,.2 (IYr 1 -'l J. Jr (,V8e) cos W,.
likewise:
s
LJr Xµ. I / Jr2 + J,t 	 2 Jr J, ,°, cos W
r	 ri
\ Y
_^^w • W'I/J,E +Jr2 W.
	 J. J, W) COB W
Fig.4. Vector diagram of two corresponding phases of the rotor and
stator of an asymmetric machine which is fed with voltages different
in phase and magnitude. (motor case, - u ., and--it, are terminal voltages
drops, a„--,, assumed).
thus:
C'. _ Xj" N',	 x
_ 
11'
E, 14 its,	 IV,
The vector relationships expressed in equations (22) and (23)
are represented for the motor case in Fig.4. Stator and rotor
voltages are assumed to be of different magnitude and phase.
/18
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It is evident from equation (23) that the two parallelograms,
the sides of which are:
a', -'Ir I,^' ei(Eo- sa.>1 or 	^, 
-
^° IVf g/(a.-$14)1
are similar in a ratio '	 But it is also important to noticeR8
that the five phase angles in Fig. 4, i.e. , «,. «„. a.. a, and So are
measured from any chosen axis. The diagram thus can be simplified
by assuming that one of these angles equals zero. It is furthermore
possible to reach another simplification: It has been shown earlier
that the phase differencesbetween stator and rotor voltages do not
have an influence on the magnitudes of the currents and phase differ-
ences compared to the corresponding voltages. These magnitude and
phase differences only depend on the magnitude of the voltages and
the demand conditions. A change of the phase angle between
U, and 11, thus rotates the two frameworks ( - U., ^„, fir ) and ( - U„ n„ L,)
against each other. When we now assume that this phase angle is
chosen in a way that C, and e, are in phase, the vector diagram is,
simplified as shown in Fig.5. In Fig.5 Sa is assumed to equal zero.
reJ(doAS)
OS
Jxo^ )
	 7t
LY IR, _j/ x6,
	
	
f
A,
- ^	
^3r B3^(fo7^r^
axis of reference
e 3(d„ - 2.^,
CJ du -2.4S)
Fig.5. Vector diagram for the same conditions as in Fig.4, with
l' . and e, in phase and b, - u
/19
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Ys ('
-117'.
^X )a^
r
<K
- Lis
The angle between -Up and -14 in Fig.5 is the angle necessary to
bring L% and L, in phase. The same diagram can always be used even
if the phase difference between -11„ and -11, differs from the angle
shown in the diagram, as long as the real time phase relations be-
tween rotor and stator vector are not deduced from it. If one wants
to consider these relationships, the two frameworks constructed from
(- ll , . ;^,.. L„) and (-- 	 (F,) can be rotated against each other until the
angle between -11,and - U,has reached its real value. Its last posi-
tion has no influence since it only determines the arbitrary axis of
reference.
^ofo^
Fig.6. "Two-sequence” vector diagram for motor operation, _u. or -U, 	 120;
is the drop in terminal voltage.
A simple time vector diagram which is especially advantageous
for connection with the space vector diagram, results from the phase
shift of 1800 of one side of e.m.k. (sic) and the formation of the
other vector of this side in inverse sequence. "Two-sequence"
vector diagrams of this kind are shown in Fig.6 and 7 for the motor or
generator case.
4
14
1, (/?, j
ROB`°^
uc,.	 Us
Fig.7. "Two-sequence" vector diagrams for generator operation.
(2.3.) Flux Waves and Generation of a Common Field.
Introduction: Here we will study in detail how the "air slit"
field is generated.
The ampere turns of the three phases of rotor and stator each
generate a synchronously rotating m.m.k. or flux wave . We neglect
the harmonic waves and assume that these waves vary in space
according to a sine function with a constant amplitude. Since the
two induced voltages(( r% jandl(^,j are proportional to the turn ratio,	 121
we consider them as produced by one and only one flow wave having
a constant amplitude and rotating in the same direction as the rotor
with half its velocity, so that it has the same relative velocity in
respect to stator and the rotor. Furthermore: by the selection of
phase sequence and rotor velocity the two d.f. waves of rotor and
stator are immobile relative to each other. They rotate with the
same velocity, i.e., half the rotor velocity in the same direction
as the rotor. It is clear that the flux waves of rotor and stator
can be treated as space vectors and thus can be combined. This
results in a flux wave whic produces the mutual or "air slit flow".
This flow (P is then responsible for the induced voltages e, and ( r,, .
Harmonic waves of the flux as well as iron saturation are
neglected.
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Combination of the Flux Waves
The flux wave of a phase in a three-phase machine with dis-
tributed turns resembles a trapezoid figure as shown in Fig.8.
s z^
i
Fig. 8. Flux wave of a phase in a three -phase machine with dis-
distributed turns
Its maximum value is:
(J Z , i A.W./Vol
where:
i = momentary value of the current of a conductor
q = amount of slots per pole and phase
zN
 = amount of conductors per slot
This wave,of course,is stationary and its amplitude varies in
time according to the current. If the coordinate system passes
through zero, the following Fourier series for the height f of the
wave at an angle location y is reached:
f — .4 9_ ^u r/2 'sin	 Kin y + ....}^ I sin n wsin n y^71 2 	6
The fundamental wave of this sequence thus has an amplitude of:
fiq:'.i 
A. %V. f Pol.
77'
• 
In order to be able to combine the flux waves of stator and
rotor we have to consider the fact that these waves move in opposite
direction as compared to stator or rotor. The stator flux 1,, rotates
w	 with an angle velocity in respect to the
,^	 rcu	 static stator, likewise the rotor flux ;N, ro-
tates with the same angle velocity in the op-
posite direction in respect to the rotating rotor,
direction'	 whereas the rotor body rotates with an anglef rotatiopP
	velocity _'	 in the same direction as ;t,
f rotor '
	 These conditions are shown in Fig. 9.Fig.,
(24)
/22 
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It is then clear that in relation to a stationary , observer both
%iM and ',I, rotate counterclockwise with angle velocity w . In re-
lation however, to an observer who rotates counterclockwise with
angle velocity w , both 'e^. and J, are stationary, whereas rotor and
stator rotate counterclockwise or clockwise with angle velocity w
These conditions are given in Fig.10. If the two flux waves which
are stationary, are combined, one flux wave results. (Fig.10). This
produces the air slit flow whose induction B is shown in the sine
curve of Fig. 10.
If we let the coordinate system pass through zero (Fig.10), the
air slit induction at a place T drawn from zero, will be:
/f	 B,,, yin T
	 (25)
where:	 Bm = maximal air slit induction.
w	 J
/23
t, and D
Fig. 10
We now measure the time from the moment on when point a in the
rotor is directly below 0. When point a in the stator is at a place
with an angle shift Y to the right of 0 at the same time, Fig.10 re-
presents the relative positions after t seconds. At this very moment
(shown in Fig.10),the induced voltages and the currents of the six
phases U, V, W of the stator or U, V, W of the rotor shall be
expressed as follows:
Induced voltages of the rotor:
217	 4 7r
E,sinwt,	 Exin1u,t—	 ,	 E,sin(t^,t— 
3
Rotor currents:	
\\\`
3,sin(wt +/3,),	 J, yinlwt — n + f3,),	 JAn (wt- 4:^ +/3,1
Induced voltages of the stator:
E,sin (wt+J),	 A"Min tail /-- 2  	 E.si ^ (tat. 4-+/ - 4 17
:1 ),
	
3
(26a)
(2R h)
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r
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Stator currents:
q	 2A	 4 i
J, sin (wt +y+Y,) 3„Mill toI + y — :1	 ^" I Jasin (Wt +Y — .1- + fla
where:
or ^a	 phase angles between induced voltage and the
current of a rotor or stator phase.
( 0 <# <V for leading current,
u > fl > -,r for lagging current.
Now the peaks of the fundamental wave of each phase lie in 	 /24
the axis of the corresponding coil, and its amplitude is calculated
from equation (24). At the considered moment these amplitudes then
have the following values:
Rotor:	 .,,,	 4 a q
K. sin (wt +^4,)	 K,sln (wt — r2 +R,^	 K,vin (cut — :; +Nr)
Stator:
K„sin(wt+y+Na)r Ka sln (wt +y— 21 + Na) s K,sln(wt+y— 3 + N,)
Where:
K, = a 7r Z,,, • J,	 and	 K = u 7, •te '`'a - Ja.r	 ,may _	 ,	 172
This results in the flux produced by the three rotor phases at
a position in the air slit:
rain (wt +P,) sin (wt+T) + sin (wt — 2 I + fl,) sin ((,)i + T — 21 )
4 17
+sin (tot— 3 +	 sill (at T+— 417
c
It can be concluded:
s	 a	 (27)
Jr = K, Cos ( r — Nr)
The flux produced by the three rotor phases at a place b in the
air slit also is:
J,= K,
L
sia(wt+y+S,) Sin (-wt-y+ T) 4 Sill (wt+y-`; 49,) sin (—wt -y4 L' 4T)
+sin (wt4 y- s' +P,) sin (-wt-y+ 3 +r)
J
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This results in:
!a — 2 K, cos (7+ftj	 (28)
The resulting flux fc at a place b_ then simply equals tt
(fr + fs) and according to equations (27) and (28) thus is:
1^ ^ lr -^ la
:1
	
ha CON (7+ftj
/, - F, coo (7—i , , ! — P'u cos ( 7- +ftj 	 (19)
Where: Fr - amplitude of the complete rotor flux wave 	 /25
sh
= 2 ,
9
	 Z"V' '^•
Fs = amplitude of the complete stator flux wave
2 h
2
9 qa • _-N, • 'I
Presentation of the Field
Equation (29) is independent of time (which is to be expected)
and of y. Under certain ouput conditions, fc only depends on T ,
i.e., the position of the observed point in relation to the observer.
It has been shown (22) that the phase shift between rotor and stator
voltages has no influence on the quantities 	 .IN, 'Jr, Ito , /i, .	 It
does, however, influence y, since y is the phase angle between
U', and L, (as can be seen in expressions (26a) and (26b)), Equa-
tion (29) and the absence of y in it show that all quantities in
this equation are independent of the phase angle between stator and
rotor voltage. It can be concluded that neither the magnitude nor
t e re at ve positions In space of stator, rotor and co ine 	 ux
waves depend on this angle, but rather only on the magn to e of tFie
voltages and output conditions.
Neglecting the magnetic saturation and loss of iron, induction
B in every position in the air slit is proportional to tha cor-
responding value of fc. Since B varies in space accoi.:j.ug to
19
formula (25), fc can be expressed by the following formula
/,, - F,, min T	 (:If))
where fc represents the amplitude of the resulting flux wave. The
identity of equations (29) and (30) results in:
	
F, 4111 T - F, COST 
— fl► ) -- I(% COST 1-fl,)
	
(a I)
Y, Hill T	 Y, ( 14111 1 1'r11t'i, I 11111 -! Hill /1,)	 /1',(4'Pt11 1 1't 114 /1e	 HI11 1 1/111'1,,)
= (F, PIIs fl, -- P, efts fl,) efts T } ( It', mill I;t + h1, mill R„) mill T
Page 26 and 27 missing in original
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This excess is necessary in order to compensate the de-magnetizing
effect of the lagging currents which the stator supplies to its net.
The space vector diagrams can be combined with the two-sequence
"vector" diagram developed in part (2.2.); this is shown in Fig. 12.
Such a combined space and time vector diagram has the advantage
of combining all vector quantities in a simple diagram and represent-
ing the relative positions in space of the flux waves for any chosen
magnitudes and phase positions of the currents. The vectors of the
terminals and induced voltages which connect currents and flow tip
of the coil, are time vectors and must be looked at in the right
sequence indicated by the arrows. The vectors of the three flux
waves and of induction B are mainly space vectors; they can, however,
also be regarded as time vectors (in respect to stator or rotorl)),as
long as they are regarded in their right sequence.
j. General , ,olution of the Main Equations
The main equations (12) and (13) of the machine which were de-
ve:.oped in chapter (2.1) can be solved for the magnitude and phase
	
of the currents Z, and	 The solution of	 such equations of the
machine has so far only been developed for special cases 2 ). The
parameter used in these solutions is an angle which almost always
corresponds to the angle between the flux waves. The achieved
results and calculation of the operational method of the machine are
complicated and incomplete in some cases.
In this chapter the solution for the very general case of as-
symmetric d.s.m. is developed. In addition, the complete calculation
of the asymmetric machine will be made possible in a relatively
simple way by the use of a new parameter.
The resulting basic equations can, (according to equations (22),
(23) and (17)), be written as follows:
/29\l	 .CiYO
	
J} 11. ^l 	 (34 u)
	
11'
 + j " + j '. ( 1 -- J,
J. 
 
11' ' r,'N 1	 (341+)
1) This fact can simply be seen by studying Fig. 10, when equation
(31) is superimposed.
2) See bibliography at the end.
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It can be concluded from the first equation:
a 
Clt
+j.lo" +iXr," 
—J,	
comW+j min W))
(1?,+Xw•^^,WARinW)+j(X,+X,,,— i " • js.^^Ac^►KY^^
Which results in:
•
	
f. 	 + Xr,"• J,. yeninY^^ i (X,+ Xr,"—Xw ,/w • 1{lclrvY^)
J,= II H'= +XN" J2. ^i' •min = t'+Ylt„X1" ^^.11ANinYl+(X0,+.fir,,)=
2,	 2
+ X112 . P	 P • ccws'f^ — X (X + 1 ) . JP 1{; c•ue wr. J z, W:
	
r<, a.	 u. JJ.	 r	 r ' W.
"=Ida= +(Xo"i-Xr,.) 2 +.1 r;"• ^_• Wrx+'.Xr"" 
J,,{4;
I1!„xinY11 —(1 Q" 4 \w )CAWY')WIS
(aau)
It holds for the rotor:
J
112+ (X 
	)'+ X J W 4-21X	 J• 1!' )llP :<inYf—( Xo,1 .ira, )c^x+Y J
	
14
f 	 t	 P	 P	 P
(35 11)
substituting:
110
UP
W.
 
,'=fl
N.
I
W.
AP	 K.	
= 11P, X.. ( W.) ` X., J' Ntl ° JP
(:W c)
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By multiplication. with +i; equation (35b) will be:
j'a . e^^
	 K^= (•C 1- X,, ,)' 4 .1:' ' 
	
-4 
t t , •	 /f; Hill H' - (X v. ^_,,) rv ►x y' )
(3'_4')
From equation (35a) and (35c) it can be concluded:
U2 ,/12	 R,= + (X., + Xa, )2 1 X 	 4 '` 1+'•./ I /f„xiIIV'— (X,•+ Xt,•)CORW]iii J„x	 /f;r+-(1;,^-\^,,)^+-.1t,,^",y-^-'SXt,•^;I/i;xin9'—(1d•+Xµ,)coxY']
::hich results in:
J'1=
j (, l i
JJ'
+ (J.,
1µ, ) 2 I+ XIA'•+(J /
	
Xt,,;/fr'xinW—(X,,+ 1 N• ) coo WI,
( uj . x 	 "' ( It
.s + (X,,+ Xt4)2;
l
^^	 1
7 U _ .\t,, (If, Hurl Y' — (Xo• +X t,,) c(HI SN)
or:
r 
^1 ,):
I l;= + Xo 4- ^^ XQ,Xt„ 4- ,µ, ^^ — H 1
1
r	 t	 'u
+(
^ f	 l
J ) ' ('' Xµ, /f,' —^ 11) sin W— (X., 
 — ^s X„ + XN, cos
lL 	 J
+ Xw ! — 
62 — 
If,= ift' — .2, W2 — '' X., X 112µ, 	 ar ()	 (.lti)
Equation (36) is :squared in J
il
 
and has the following solution:
J, •l)If^,—u=/l^/illllT—i1a,'_u=1o•+1µ• l —u = );cu wj
J, ( Ili. + lot +-., X' 1 µ,+1µ, t — u=U !I
I	 u= lt,un'!'—;.1„ 
—U:X..+,µ,(! —t,:)I ,xo ]
r
Setting the following relationship:
v=	 ,
	
Jf, 6d — 1l,	 (lhtn
	
(114a)
^^	
w Il,r 4 .d w + '' A" 1 t,• -t v 14(
 ! - u:
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".	 µ.'
t! Ohm (38 b)N12
	 X'2 2 	t iiY
U
u*
trU:
ro, = X
•`	 , /t
Its +	 Q, +• XQ. ^rl,+Xµ.(l— OhmuY I (38c)
ii Y
— -.^l^ -- —	 —
— -1 C	
itX	 l_
iiY
	 it
	
Y	 2\	
:_r).
Cr.µI (	 UY^	 Y ^,	 -\UY	 U 2 V.
,,2
U2	 U t
—
1 °	 _
.iiY - XQ.	 Xµ. \ l	 ii'
". =a
-'µ.' .-
-
011111 (38d)It 2 + ,'2 
t
Y	 0.	 i	 2 `RI t l, , + , I I I (' ^: Il!
X 12
JI•
p^
• n	 rI.
iI'
_
It,
t.	 tl	 I1•,12	 U,	 IIU.	 rl Y 4L'
r X
With the aid of these, equation (37) is written as follows:
J'	 ^
l \K. = r". sin YJ
—X". cosYf ± y (r" y in Y^—.1' "
 co^Y^)
	
hJ.	 " + ii2 \^I.
= ro.
 sin Y1
—Xa.
 Cos Y^±^^r^;.sin2 Y^+X^. cosY 1^-2r" mil'"
 vinY^cosY^+ Xµ.
= r".sinY"—X".cosW+ I /ro.( 1—cos2W )+XI21.(1—sin 2 W)-2r". Xo.sinWcosV, 4. h X`
ii .'	 u
= ro.sinYf
—X". com
	
^j (ri. + X + th X I —(r". cos Y^-i-X"
 sinVy
	 (39)
We also put:
r
(i,2
	 (40a) r)
1) The positive sign is valid when
	 .( ii)	 and
the negativesign is valid when: V, A ;; + '^ ^',:, ^ I X 13,.0 ;','^ ^^ (see
chapter (7.3.)). The case when this expression equals zero, is
treated in chapter (5.1.).
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ro, c^ rs Yf + X „^ s  n Yf
p., =urc sin
ii
are sin ro. cos I" X  silt If^
i X loo,
ir	 77)
/32
(•wi))
Thus, equation (39) is simplified as follows:
i
l X 	 ro. sin Yf -- 10. cos P, + X rlu, c^ ^sp.
It can be concluded:
.1 0
	
(ro, siit If -Xo.('os Y'-f-Xµ... Cos P.)(sii tV—j Cos '11)
e .,
= (r,,. sin' If — X o, sin If Cos9f + X l,o, cusp„ sin'.,)
+ j (X cos'-, If — r^, sill Yf cos Yf — X Ito. cus p., cov VI)
_ ( ro, — ro . cos' Yf — X,), sin If cos W + X1, o. cusp., sin 'If)
+ j (X o. — Xo. sin Yf ro. sill W cos'1f — A Ito, (us P. cos VI)
_ [r,,.—(r,,. Cos If A-X,,. sin 'if )cosYf + X1,o.cosp.'sinYf]
+ j I Xo. — (ro, Cost f -+- X o. sill I  )sin 1 1,  -- X,,o, cu, p,  Cosy"]
_ [rot — I X146. 1 sill p .^ cus'1f + X ILO. cosp„ Sill Yf]
+I [X o.-- I X l,o. Sill p, Sill Yf — X,,o. cusp.,casW]
= [ro. + 11to, sin (PT p.)] + j IX,, — A l, ,, Cos ( If + P.)]
= (ro, + ) Xo, ) + X 14. (:vin ('If +P.) — jCos ( Y/ + P.)
(ro• + j\o•) + X1,di 	
2f ^P•+ctriYf ^P. -1 1 ' — l+ct^`11f^^p')
.1
Substituting the new parameter:
I	 1'	 Y' i	 'If ' p..)
2 l' 'rot + X2. +	 X';.1', (	 p..^ -- 2 X l ^. I'^ (
	
1
rr	
'i`
	 \	 2
into the equation we get:
I'
— j X t, ' c j '1` _ ( rot f jXo. ) + A lto. -
^' X 1.,,,
4r., ^^; + =/ r. Viµ..,
= rot 1 ' j (•^ o, - X,,., ) -+ r.",I I x
r, 1 .. J .1 1'..
(.1i)
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By putting this relationship into the stator equation (34a) it
follows that:
/33
	
— U8= `:lA+ro,)+j(X,,, +1;•) {	 ^<Yv^. ^	 (42a)r, +: jXPOS
where:
, I• = X0,+  lµ. — Ao•
Equation (42a) can be written as follows:
	
- lt,	 (4^Y b)
j r, \ rt..
rV +)<1µ••
where:
R W—Rr '" tt xR, = R.+ro = R,+ \ It • • 	 Ohnl
r	 ^.	 ar It•	 As	
— #
	
x	
x`
.^	 =X,+X	 <t {<^ -.^
	 I.^	
• u	 / t	 tt=,
	
^)[llltrN 	 •	 {• = O•	 It• Ito.	 rt•• •r.^
	
..	
ttx.
`Wt L,ko• c ± .rU•+ ,p ^j. 1 4 ,
	
+ /, ^ 	 011111',
which we call "coz,,pensation constants" of the circuit. Together with
the parameter rs they form a compensation circuit which completely
represents the stator. This circuit is shown in Fig. 13 (after
equation (42b))
-ly,
	
Rs	 40s	 I rOS	 A,s
u:s
^ s^	 /S-
Fig.  13. Compensation circuit of the stator of an asymmetric machine.
The algebraic sum of the output in r s and ro s represents the
inner output of the stator (as well as the inner output of the
machine). The constant rp s as well as the parameter rs can be
positive or negative. The constant Xis can likewise be inductive
or capacitive.
(43)
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The compensation constants usually differ from the true con-
	 /34
stants of the stator (/!a , X&, , 2 Xµ• ) , The magnitude.. of this difference
depends on the machine constant and the ratiou
	
The constants rps
and Xis equal zero in a symmetric machine 1 ), the true and compensa-
tion constants being identical n this case.
It is true for the rotor:
(44)
+ i X,., + Y ^ r ,,'..
r 1 µ,r
R, ux —1!YR'' _ 
Rr 
+ Yor = R,. + X 2 -	 ii-,
	
=	 011111
µ'Il;2 +XQ2 +2Xo
• 
X
i
,, +X = (1—"x^
`
X 	 X,,+ ,,=X°,+Xµ,— XA, +X'-'	 x Ulllll
.r 
	
f"	 µ•	 iix^
r
	
	
2	
i
Qd
lro, _ ± 2 rz, +X ,+ K Xµ, 	Ohm z)XA,, = 
The following relationship can simply be proven by equations
(43) and (45):
r,,. 
—_
X0, _— _ 1 14
„• _ —,K	 (46)
	
.l o,	
.\ JLU,
where constant K, which we call " dissimilarity factor" equals:
K — 1 R,+ 11, +2X Viµ. +Xµ,
/^
l
—iicl
x ,)	 (46a)
	
I .	 !A•	 — r^
and equals it' in a symmetric machine;
Equations (42b) and (44) are the general solution of the main
equations. They provide magnitude and phase of stator or rotor
current (and thus output, torque and so on) for any chosen value of
the parameter rs or rr.
The analysis of Mr. Herschdorfer is essentially limited to the 	 /35
proof of the current circle; the diameter of this circle and the
sweep momentum were calculated only approximately.
1) The term "symmetric machine stands for a machine with Jtr =itN , X',=X
and	 ( see chapter (1.7 .)) .
2) The positive sign before the square root is valid when:
r.,=+N"+2X,;•Xr,+X1',^1-;;,) 	 is > 0, and the negative sign is valid when:
iC= + X x +L, X„ X it, - X!', i _'_^	 is < 0.
(45)
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After the equations (42b) and (44) we can, in a very simple way,
exactly calculate all characteristic quantities of the machine and
also determine the circuit exactly.
Inner Output and Torque:
With the aid of the compensation constants we can write the in-
duced voltage of the stator as follows:
	
e', = 
—
.`3 fro, + I X;. + r,+ ,••^	 (01. (22), (42a) and (43))
µ...
z^ \
	
L„ _ — ^ ^. ^ro . + r r"+ ..
	
+ i I X {. + r 2 ,`` % 1	 (47 )
	
IL.	 \\\`	 Y	 1...
The effective or the blind component of the inner output equals
the real or imaginary component of the product 	 According
to the above it is:
	
r X w
	
r„` X r4,
'
y *IFY _—JYL 
rt, +r 	XY+`' +ri I tY ' + P-8x + , A... .
This results in the effective component of the inner output of the
stator per phase:
Ae
From equation (42b) it can be concluded:
J z —
	
1I"2	 -b
J
	
(R" 
r,z +Xµ 	`' ry2 + X 2. 
Thus:
8
	
°'	 r.2 4- 1 .1{'	 r 1"	
rY" XP_
f (X" { .\11.,)`1 t ,1N.. /+ 	.^	 I ^^rY/f^^)
Since Pis = Pir , the complete inner output of the machine is:
/36
I'	 — ti U =	 ro, r '` + X w, fro, + r° ) 1	 Watt (48)
t _
	 a 
r$ZLIt:,+(X,.+Xµ..)')+Xw.(IfC,+X +^rYR,^)
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With the equation (48) the inner output for any chosen value of
the parameter r s can be calculated.
The torque of the machine results, it is:
111,1 = 0,9751 
n 
1 m • kg
_ 
	
_ S,tS, lJ x	 + 1 2 (r,,,+r„)Md	 y	
r = 1t'= + X . + X f
	
I -}- µXµ„ /l-,
 + X ', +'^ r /l m • kg (49)
where:	 n = rotation, t/min.
The sweep momentum of the machine can be calculated, when:
fl Of 11) = 0d (rY)
or:
(<Yw, 2r.,ro, )•Ir,'-(R;,,+(.\,.+Xf,,.)=}+X2 Iles,+X=,+2,-,N ftJI
—(r%( rxs4-Xµ.,)A-r..•^^,.,(•^ 2rY(k`,+(.\',,+ Xf,,,)^^4-:'Il,, X-' (=0
The squared equation in rs
 has two solutions:
x.r. = — A + B	 (50;x)	 rQM^ u,.. = — A — B	 (50 b)
R +(X,,-+- X f, ,, ) s — :'r,,, /lY — 2r,
l (ll "^ + ., ,,,) (ll , + I .`'"+ ., I`) ' + ^f ^^, ^ X'-'  + '. NI,.. - /1 ^., '^' ,y l l
2	 li i (X,. , + X— — '" r ,
Equations (50a) and (50b) give the value of the parameter for
maximum torque. Equatijn (50a) refers to motor operation, whereas
equation (50b) refers to generator operation. By substituting these
values in equation (48) or (49), the maximum inner output or the
sweep momentum of the machine are obtained.
We now want to determine the two values of the parameter for
Pi = 0. This condition is met when:
ra, r,2
 + X  ( r0. + rY ) = 11
r'Z ro, + r.X 1,T, + ra, X w. = o
2' ro,
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nt`
	
.Z o/ lXµ.. + 1X4& — 4ro. )	 (Lla)
	
r„ _ — _l rµ.. CX µ.. — / Y`µ.. — 4 ro.	 (51 b)
o,
From equations (51a) and (51b) it is evident that rs l and rs2
always have the same sign which is opposite to that of rp s . Further-
more, jre, l in practice is always much smaller than lX µ,• l and thus we
see thatjr,,l is very large whereas 1Q. is very small. rs 1 actually
refers to the ideal no-load operation (without iron and friction
losses), whereas rs 2 refers to a stage of operation during which
the two flow waves fir, and fir, are in exact opposition - in the case
of an asymmetric machine - one of them is solely magnetizing and the
other solely de-magnetizing, whereas the currents are perpendicular
to the respective induced voltages. This state will be treated more
explicitly later.
4. The Graphic Theory
With the aid of compensation constants we can develop a useful
model of the machine. The solution for stator current is, according
to equation (42b):
I111,+jX"	 + X
r	 µ..
substituting:
U.
1w
we get as compensation impedance of the stator:
)	 1
l.n	 ix"
likewise for the rotor:
+ jXe. + - 1. 	 .1
	
(17-2 b)
r, + j X
µ..
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rIt is clear that the circuits given in Fig. 14 represent this
impedance completely:
Res	X es
	 Rem	 X e,
^^ T
	
—+err
us	 s	 X.^es
	 u	 ,
Stator
	 1L^ dnr
Fig. 14. Compensation circuits of an asymmetric d.s.m. general case.
Since we have reduced the solution of the main equations to
this simple form. no further proof is needed to show that each of
the currents J, and 	 have a circle as geometric locus. It is
obvious from these known circles that the impedance vector; or
;,, describes a circle when rs or rr varies from -oo to + au	 It
can be concluded that the geometric locus of the current 1. or
also is a circle (as inversion of a circle). This impedance or
current circuit of the stator is represented in Fig. 15. The im-
pedance circle is first constructed after equation (52a). By
inversion of this circle around zero, the circle of the stator-
compensation admittance %,= 
,
results. By multiplying the so".
circle with the vector irl, , the Is, circle results. Of course
similar circles apply to the rotor.
The coordinates of the centres or radii of the various circles
can be calculated directly. They are:
Stator impedance circuit;
	 /39
s
F
Coordinates:
x = It es
J _ x
e.
 
+ .Y,,,,
.0
( ,3 u)
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Stator circuit:
Coordinates:
+ X14.0
G	 •)
J = Ua - n2
Rt.
XP..
Radius:	 R=11,
 
	
l
 R^, +X ., +Xt.'Tw,
^3t 
_circle
l	 ze1	
a
r
, '-pirc ib
	
i
f^ ^ x,	 i p,
circle S (0 	 Y	 1y
1	 y
1t-.circI
s
i
Fig. 15. Iml
d',
n .
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Coordinates:	
Motor- - impedance circle
x = it" 	1
X" + =Yµ..	 Il
Radius:	 R = x''"
Ro%r- circuit
Coordinates:
C N..^^+ •1
z U, 114+X2, + Xa Viµ..
y=U,•/f"+ + X X
Radium:	 11 = U .
'1124+X
Determination of Inner Output and Torque:
According to equations (16) we write the relationshi p between
terminal output Pks and inner output P is of a stator phase as
follows:
I M	 11 1-11
l i	 ux 	 i.j. or
/t^ 11„ J, cox V'„' + J.: R.
I^
-US	 T. stands for the phase angle between
I	 the current vector ;Z " and the terminal
voltage drop -11 ., of the stator. This rela-
tionship can also be written:
Jx -"J cos
(1 l z
Adding 
^2It/ 
to both sides we get:
Us
z	
l h 	 l .	 11.	 1',.
	r 	 l	 r 	 l	 1 x
3" + `l lfr l -	:' //„I J"
cox y,'
(53c)
(53d)
Fig. 16.
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If a point m_ on vector-11, in Fig. 16 is determined such that ont _ _(10 i /41
the distance between point m_ and the final point of the vector ;3,
is
	
11,, Y + Pi.
V(--' 
1
If we draw a circle in Fig. 15, whose center is m and
V( 211'
)
2 + 1tA (for a chosen value of Pi s ) as radius, it forms at its
points of intersection with the circuit those two points where the
inner output equals the assumed value Pis
For Pis - 0, the radius is 211	 and the circle passes through
zero and forms two points of intersection Poo and Pk where the inner
output equals 0 (Fig. 17). We now consider yet another circle which
is drawn for an inner ouput Pis* 0 and forms two points of inter-
section Pl and P2.
I
Fig. 17. Geometric characteristics of the circuit.
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The following relationships can be seen from Fig. 17. 	 /42
Its s Mil +1)P,,'	 end	 !l' = ha' +aPa'
= 10 + K, = — ml►$ 	— lux' + K22
 — 
mal
K , = 4- A (hl, — nth)	 — K== 4- A (lut — ina)
It can be concluded:
K, 2 —K22 — AI (lue +tnb) — (ma +hb)I
a AI(A +ab) -(A — ab)l
- •2Aab
l s 
Since K, 
rlf, and ^►: a I` it,l + ^^,	 this relationship can be
written as follows:
Since 2 RSA is a constant, it becomes clear from this relation-
ship that the section ab represents the inner output of a stator
phase. (scale 2RSA). The straight line P0o Pk is conEequently called
ower line. The relationship also shows that the inner output is nega-
tive for positive values of ab, i.e., the upper part of the circle be-
tween P00 and Pk refers to a negative output or motor operation, where-
as the lower part refers to generator operation. The inner output at
the two points P00 and Pk equals 0.
Since the angle a has a fixed value .it must be concluded that
the vertical section ad (which equals
	
/'l' ) also represents the
inner output (in a scale 2RsA cos H ), this scale may be written:
1.
	
Qp	
—'J
	
X,, z .1 /?y A cll\ p	 2 It, A 
•r It,(	 a I •Y — •.^. Ity Y	 (53c)
In practice we may in some cases neglect the quantity Y
compared to ;,:' , so that Us can simply be assumed for the scale.
The necessary quantities for the formation of the circuits of
!.he stator or rotor are It„ le,. X. , , X„, . X P ,
	
and X,., . These can be
measured or calculated by familiar methods. The compensation
constants are calculated from equations (43) or (45) and the co-
ordinates of the center and the radius of the circuit of stator or
rotor result (equation (53b)/(53d)). Next, the output line of each
circle is calculated by constructing a circle with the radius
•^«,	 or tic,	 as explained earlier. The circuits then are
complete, and current rower factors, terminal and inner output as
well as torque of stator or rotor, can be deduced
	
It remains
/1 ► 3
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only the question how to determine the corresponding values of stator
and rotor. This can be done in a simple manner with the help of the
fact that Pis is always equal to Pi r . For this purpose, stator and
rotor circuits can be drawn as in Fig. 18.
^	 \	 I;e
V
/ Atz Q
-us
JIB/	 'V
^	 I ^//yY	 .Il\
N	 ^
i
oil
	 b1^\^
poi a	 n	 r n,	 n
I ^ ^J l^I-^^I^,'w Ji
^^y I
P3 s, ro^6^4J^
c e'S^ a
	
zo ^s
	
A d
, .Slro 	^/	 o
\	 60	 . -PIS r
so
a: rotor power line
b: stator power line
	
any u,	 c: rotor circuit
d: stator cittult
e: power or torque axis
Fig. 18. Circle diagrams of an asymmetric machine.
The rotor circle is drawn to the left of the origin in inverse se-
quence and its measures are multiplied by quantity
	
Ss
stands for the scale of the inner output of the stator ' (as
calculated in equation ( 53e)) and Sr stands for the similarly
calculated scale of the inner output of the rotor. The scale of the
inner output of both circles thus is Ss. When we extrapolate the
nower line of stator or rotor and draw a perpendicular line through
its point of intersection 000 - each point on this straight line,
which we call output axis, represents a certain output or torque.
The corresponding points on the stator or rotor circle are reached
by the two straight lines V.U 1 1M 011a (rteJ;,)	 through this point,
/yu
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running parallel to the respective Power lines k and I',; 1,;.
The corresponding stator or rotor current is ()Pjr or	 ()I",.	 it
is clear that the two circles are coupled with the help of the Power
axis. We can then determine the corresponding point on the stator
or rotor circle for any chosen value of the inner output of the
machine or the torque. For any one point on either of the circles,
the power axis provides the corresponding point on the other circle,
it also provides the inner output and the torque of the machine.
Lr
Fig. 19. Combined space and time vector diagram of an
asymmetric machine during ideal no-load
operation.
The two points Poo and P' 00
 refer to the ideal no-load operation.
These points can practically be reached by working the machine
mechanically and feeding it with a mechanical Dower covering the
iron, friction and additional losses. Fig. 19 shows the combined
space and time vector diagram for this stage. Vie inner output
equals zero and the two flux waves coincide. Th.: stator or rotor net
proviaes an output tc, stator or rotor which equals the copperloss
during no-load operation in the stator or rotor. This loss is re-
presented by the ordinate of point Poo or P 1 00 . The corresponding
value of the stator parameter rs follows from equation (51a).
The actual no-load operation as motor is represented by points
POM and P' OM. Naturally, these are slightly higher than Poo and
P 1 00 , since the outputs taken up by the nets now also have to cover
the iron, friction and additional losses. The real no-load operation
as generator is represented by point P OG or P 'OG-
/45
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The inner power equals zero also in point P k
 or %k . This state
somehow resembles the short circuit state of the asynronous
machine:, but has another meaning here. This becomes feasible when
looking at the combined space and time vector diagram. Fig. 20 shows
J Xes
.'In r ^	 c ^ ^sCl 
	
^ ,
J ^ X0,.
3,
I
Fig.20. combined space and time vector diagram of an asymmetric
machine for the state represented by points Pk or P'k.
this diagram for an asymmetric machine.
Stator or rotor current is perpendicular to t:e induced voltage	 /45
^• and (_, the one leads its respective voltage, the other lags.
Both flux waves ire and ',^, are in exact opposition, the resulting
wave J, then is very small. The power taken in by the net is
translated in the machine as copper loss. The induced voltages are
much smaller during no-load operation or normal operation due to the
large inductive voltage drops. This fact is also true for the short cir-
induction machine. In this case, however, the machine theoreti-
cally is still running. Another difference is the torque which here
is zero.
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hapter (7.3.)
5. The Solution of the Main Equation for the Cases K = oo and K=0
(5.1.) The Unilateral Rotor Magnetization
112/!1
Under these condition and ideal no-load operation, the rotor
takes in all the magnetizing current needed for the generation of the
machine field; the stator current remains zero l). This case we call
	
fl unilateral rotor magnetization". The constants r,. , X,,.	 and X...
are in this case infinitely large (equations (38a)^, (38b) and (40a)).
Substituting equations (40a) and (40b) in equation (39) is not valid,
since now ps is undetermined. This is due to the fact that the
solution (equation 37) of the squared equation (36) also provides an
undetermined value for• •% in this case. The solution for J•f shall
be gained directly from equation (36) in this case, and the solution
for the stator current shall be expressed anew. It is, however,
clear, that the rotor compensation constants or rotor circuit result
from the above-mentioned general expressions (equation 45).
The solution of equation (36) under these conditions is as
follows:
``,,	
Y	 S	
/	 1II f	 •` ,='	 t f • ! -- I •" f 1- __ .l ' 11
	
'.f..`
	 `	 f (	 I
.!r
	 ff	 II t.	 tl=	 of tl'	 o^	 !1( U31t
.^Y	
:f ^',^' 1 ^rr .
 -- I!"- 
^1 ^^ Nltl ilk — ^.^ „^ — 
tl^ , u^'^• `^(^ [ ^ — tctJ! Cl1.Y 7f
With the help of the introduced constant defined by equations
(38c) and (38d) this expression can be simplified:
39
.1- (^	 -/tt	 \	 XJr' 11.41 2	 .' pt	 !l•	 a=	 Y rl	 o.ur	 "•^ I`•u-
JM 
` !4 X l l .	 —	
Y —
	 —	
r	 l
Y	 1(^i rr	 /i	 slll Y'	 I .^ "	 , 1 I — tt,	 I COS P IP.	 s ft•	 r	 \	 O, tl'	 l7r	 ! .111	 it, 
X
	 — it' _. It _ ill ;iz	 •^ ` X	 ft,
X 	 X	 uY Cos Y IX". - X Q -	 ll - ]	 '
I
r"r ytil Y' — X " ctks Y'
or:
X9.
J.	 ru, sin Y' - \„ cos Y'
T
J1. 1. riy, - - j.`!`'	 crnYf+jsinY'!``	 . 2 04 r", sin W - X" cos W
sinY' - j cos W
2 0'
By substituting this expression in equation (34a) the following re-
sults:
I
	
\^,
Vi
	j(""'Vµ,	 sill Y -(\Q,
	
	
I
-X1,) 4-•^ ti= ro^sinY' XQrcutiY^
It results the stator compensation impedance:
- ll^
1^1
a 1( o.
X^,	 stn Y' - )cos Y']i + .l' + Xl,,)
 + ., .Ux r", sin Y' - X. , cos Y'
X"'.
-Ita+j(X+Xt,,-+-, , N2X
X'
= R,+j(X"' +XµM
+ 	
;
3412X
V'.	 .in Y' - j cos W	 j
I { (r., sill'P- X"^ c•(tis y' - XU"
Nor sill Y'-jX", cos tP	 r",Sill ' +j NO,Cos'1'
{ ii- ' (	 X",(rsin Y'-Xo cos Y')
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X2
	
sin W	 r Sin'f
= R,+j(\ u^ +.\µ^+yr^i'^^) + ^'4iY•(r^^yiny^— \o^covYJ—/ ^a(r^,sin'Y— \ aa^,^sY')
;, ^'r^, I	 u • sill Ys	 Xtl	
r,^IIr +I 1 i X',.+ ^iI-.00. I 'l UY .\a
1
(ro, sm 'Is — \^^cuv','^	 ^'r' + X o'	I ^" + oo,	 ,
Substituting the new parameter:
z0' — 21P' \o, (rO
 sin VI — ,,eosV/)
and the constant angle
®, = arc tg, r.	 ^^ 8Y
 ^^
0,
for &, in this expression, we obtain:
or: 
where:
X;^.
a
o,
X",
^s
or
	
Y	 f'
Zvs `As I Z ` r	 ^^r	
.^ ZOSLgs
I	
i
1,t1	 (b)
Fig. 21. Two possible compensation circles for the stator for K
= Parameter, variable between f> 4
NO,
(54s)
(54 b)
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The expression ( 55) or Fig. 21a now represent compensation im-
pendance or compensation circuit of the stator for the case K =m..
The last member obviously is an impendance with a constant angle
®N
 and a variable quantity Zos which corresponds to the angle 'P
or the conditions of demand. By changing Zos from -,^ and +,,o	 3r,
completely represents the stator circle for all theoretically
possible operational stages.
The behavior of ;; in the complex plane is represented in
Fig. 22. It is a straight line with the steepness angle H. . With-	 /49
out further proof it can be concluded that the locus of the stator
current is a circle since it is obviously derived by inversion of J,.
J
fN a —	 C_2
'^	 2UZIo^ of
M	 \
R	
r
J...
Fig. 22. The behavior of stator compensation impedance for the
case K = - .
It is interesting to note - what can be proven quite simply -
X ;,that the blind resistance member 
,,ii-.	 can be substituted in
equation (55) by a Ohm member
	 without any further change in
ii s r„
equation (55). This can also clearly be seen in Fig. 22 by con-
sidering impedance vector ;;,., to be Lhe sum of the vectors oa + ac +
cd instead of the sum oa + ab + bd. In the first case the compensa-
tion circle of Fig. 21b results, in the second case the compensation
circle of Fig. 21a as defined by equation (55) is obtained. It is
of advantage, however, to use the compensation circle of 21a or equation
(55) since the inner output in this case is represented by the out-
put of a single resistance, namely the Ohm part of impedance ;;,,.
This fact causes a certain simplification in the analytical solution
after the compensation circles.
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The Inner Output and the Torque
For a chosen value of the parameter Zo s , the induced voltage
of the stator can be written as follows:
-' 1si4, Cox ^^"^-I( i, +ZO, Sill®s)]
	
(54I)
The effective component of the inner output then equals the real
component of the product A, C%• ,. , .
Combined with equation (56):
Thus, the inner output of the stator per phase is:
1;• = - J!' Z„ cox bl..
The magnitude of stator current Js is, according to the compensation
circle:
t.- ,.	 17,,
J,. _ !C. = 1(/rr,+;'OS Cos (9,)`+(X,,-}-%,,,x111®02
Thus:
UY=/.,,. Cos k9'
-}•,/. coxo,	 Oj)* - (X, +%o siit19j"
The complete inner output of the machine then is:
G (I,2 • L' /•,,, 
co. E),	
Watt
	 (57)
It,., + 1 , + Z,;, -}- :' /,U, (/a,., ems f Y,
 
+ ,., . in 0,)
The torque is:
3	 Md = 0,97;;	 m • kg
n
H,
it	 l^r, -1- ^ ^. ^ %,;, -+• :.' '/.,, (/►^, co, (^, •i- X^, vin et:)	 1
i
where: n = number of revolutions, r/min.
/50
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Equation (57) or (58) gives the amount of inner output or torque
of the machine for any value of the parameter Zos.
The sweep momentum of the machine can be calculated when:
d (.1f,,) = u(1(Z")
or:
S:	 cos O^. 1 " '.	 L' (It cos h1 +X tiro H ) 1IAY,,	 1 "	 II.YM A . 	 ^^	 v	 t, '	 M I
+	 +	 + 2 Z,. (1t,, cos6^, + X,, sill ®,)) cos es
which results in:
These two values of the parameter correspond to the sweep stage
and give the sweep output or momentum of the machine by substituting
them in equation (57) or (58).
After equation (57), it is clear that the magnitudes of the
parameter ZOs, which correspond to the two stages of Pi = 0, have
the values 0 and r, .
The Circuit Diagram
As already mentioned, in this case too, the final point of the
stator current vector is on a circuit. The dimensions of this circle
can easily be determined by inversion of the impedance straight line
(Fig. 22), as shown in Fig. 23.
The coordinates of the center are:
1'Y
2 ( , r, - I,,, Lr'.,, i9 )
ry	
•, (1? — 1y
_ \ r, 
ct T a)	 (60)
the radius of the circle is:
(59)
/51
K, sinll, X,,, cos f( )
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Fig. 23. Calculation of stator circuit for case K = 	 .
The expressions(60) serve to construct the circle dia gram of
the stator for case K =,-t, . In this case the general expressions
(53d) for the dimensions of the circuit, as well as the results of
the general solution and graphic theory (chapters 3 and 4) are also
valid. The graphic theory in this case is also valid for the stator
when the stator circle is constructed after expressions (60).
(5.2.) The unilateral Stator Magnetization 	 /52
K	 or	 g	 a.	 a. µ.	 i"	 ,tl' l
Given the condition K = 0, the stator will also take in all of
the magnetizing current during ideal no-lead operation and the rotor
current will remain zero. This case will thus be called "unilateral
stator magnetization '(see chapter (7.3.)). Likewise, the rotor
circuit is in this case undetermined by the expressions of the
general solution, whereas the stator circuit is determined by these
expressions. The stator circuit is constructed after these expressions
and the rotor circuit is treated as above and has similar expressions.
The rotor compensation impedance is:
45
where:
Rr, _= 1!r
i- X r.
^;, rr=
U,
ZOr = Parameter of the rotor circle, variable between - ,o and -+•uD
ii- X2,. • ,, r' + X;,, • sir) V
/U• 2 X "' ( r"' Sill )P- X" eos V)
U,	 J
RO,XO = the respective stator compensation constants as defined by
equations ( 38a) and (38b).
Similar to the stator equations ( 56) to (59) for K = ,fi , rotor
equations are valid for K = 0. The dimension of the rotor circuit
diagram are:
Coordinates:
r' r
r ^r)
-	 .2 Uee, — X e Ct.gar) I	 ((i: )
Radius:	 r
6. Special Cases
The above developed analysis is very general and valid for all
kinds of operational stages of the d.s. machine. The individual
special cases which one would want to use in practice can be de-
veloped directly from the above theory. In the first place, there
are the parallel and series connections. For these special cases
the above results are simplified more or less according to the
conditions. We now treat these two special cases for the asym-
metric and symmetric machine.
/53
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Case 1: Parallel connected asymmetric machine
	
it ^^ 1, ^^_ ^ , li y = 11, = it ,	 ItA ^ It,', .\ o, r .t ^.
It holds for the dissimilarity factor:
2Xs= + ^^	 X \,,, \,,. —
n,	 14,	 µ,
and the compensation constants of the stator (equation (43)):
/i r N' — Nr'
X f, — X a, + x ^^ - x " •f X — x ',a, + X,,,
=  + XX,,,+ .\',,-X/,,,, 11. It'
*r-+ 1„, i 2 \,,, X11, + lµ.1 ► -'«")
µ,#
	
f o, 
and the compensation constants of the rotor:
X = 10, + X,, = X + 1 µ, - X I,o, + X%
X i , ,	 1
X ,	 (X^,^, 10,)
ii i
	ti
The compensation circuit is shown in figure 24a.
In order to calculate the induced voltagas 1-,. and U-, Fig. 24b
is used.
The equations (53a) to (53d) are valid for the calculation of
the dimensions of impedance or current circles,
LC
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Controls Mr. Hers chdorfer treats the simple case for x = n .1
and reached the same results for the coordinates of the centers of
impindance circles as we did from equations (53a) and (53c), assuming
„ ' I 	. The radii of the impedance circles he only calculated
roughly.
(a)
(b) xIr r0r	 xd^ Rr yr	 ^t Xas r, Xis
r,
I
xJ;	 "s
Fig. 24. Compensation circuit of a parallel connected asymmetric d.s.
machine.
The net current 3 3.1 3, 	 can easily be calculated or
graphically determined after Fig. 18. It has to be considered, how-
1	 ever, that its vector does not describe .a circle, but a 4th degree
I	 curve because the circuits of 3. and 3,. are different.
Case 2s Series connected asymmetric machine
	 /55
11, + U, - U - Net voltage.
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From equations ( 34a) and ( 34b) it results:
I	 )
-U 6 ^ 1 ( Rs + Rr)-aj (Xo^^' Xo,)+jX 1►, (I 
ti e17'^ +jX1^,(l— tlE1ll
if we substitute for a"P
1
ei^ =cweY^+iRinY^
i
	 I - 2Rin'+2jeincoR
= I —	 + - •2
I + ct92 t tg
.2 
+ ctg w
the result is:
-11	 I- l2 ` i 2	 2 --
- =(Rs+Rr)'f'l(Xo^ +Xo,)IIXN.'1 i = 	 y, — 7	 yi	 ^Pit	 it	 11- ctg*	 tg 2 + ctg •l
we also substitute:
_ N tg W 4X,,, 'l/tg
it
the compensation impedance of the machine becomes:
s
e	 I all it I { It I+ X 	 r_+ a ^,
r=	 XP.	 r
S_
(R,+R,) +j(X., +Xo. +X0.SI+ i♦= U + 	 r . + r X X
:	 I+	 -r+ r
r.
	
.` a j N, + /t,li j ( Xod {X„ 4XN.` 1+ ^:	 a' 1) +t+, Xw
jrx'.
ri ix".
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at
where the compensation constants have the fallowing simple values:
R. - R, + R,
//	 IX, a X0• + XO• + X". 0 + a — u )
X ! 4 Xw
"•	 u
The compensation circuit of the machine per phase (rotor and
stator combined) is shown in Fig. 25.
Rf	 x^^	 R,.	 x,,
U	 Ir	 '- II El -:,
Fig. 25. The compensation circuit of a series connected asymmetric d.s.
machine.
Thus, the compensation circuit is sufficient in this special case.
Furthermore, the compensation resistance Rc in this case equals the
real resistance of the machine (Rs + Rr). The coordinates of the
centers and the radius of the impedance and current circles are
(after chapter M):
Impedance circle:
Coordinates:
y - X + Xis,
Radius:rM X0
Current circle:
Coordinates:
+ XN.
x [^ R,I +X I+X,TZ
R, + X, + X, XN.
C
40
Radius:	 X11.
2
Control: Dr. erailowsky deals with the case of the series connected
machine and reached the same results for the dimensions of the im-
pedance and current circle as we did from the above expressions.
Case 3: Parallel connected asymmetric machine
=X,= /t. X°, r r°,= X,,, XN, = Xa,= Xi, , usMU,=U
2,1, i 2;1, -,1 = net current
lt, — I%, — It	 r,,.,illxr
X, - , a X.	 , j	 X1.
,',., i 1,,,, r' M X,-
rM	
- 
r,
11^ a K+ jX°+ .r,I XN
.1f:	 r,+ 2 j X,
—11K	 X.	 rJX,,
+j +
If we write:
and	 r
the compensation impedance of a pease of the complete machine is:
W .
M
K, + j X,	 r i `M.
r+ j XN,
e compensation constants of a phase of the complete machine
K, = k
The compensationcircuit of the
machine is shown in Fig. 26.
i N
S1
R/r
	
xY/s
Fig. 26. Compensation circuit of a parallel connected asymmetric d. s.
machine.
Case 4: Series connected symmetric machine
1t=1, Its =R,=R, X,,,= Xor = Xo, Xµ. =X, = X". r = X = 3, u=1
U, = 2 11, = 11 = net voltage.
R,. = R,, = R	 ro. = 0 = ra,
X = X, = Xo	 1i._ ll _x i,
X µr. = X r..r —2 X14
	
rY = r,
r„+2j X1^
_11
r = R +j X.+ -'lr.jX,.a	 r,+2j Xµ
we now write:
the compensation impedance of a phase of the complete machine is:
r + j X ,,,
where the compensation constants of a phase of the complete machine
are:
4x„
(l r 	(Vi
or
The compensation cir cuit of the machine is shown in Fig. 27.
Fig. 27. Compensation circuit of a series connected symmetric d. s.
machine.
It is interesting to note that the above results are in cases	 /59
(3) and (4) also valid for a machine with it *1
	
, if it is parallel
or series connected by an ideal transformer with a transformation
ratio equal to u ,provided that its constants fulfill the condition
R,= R^,X1 ,=X,.
7. The Characteristics of the Common Double-Fed
Synchronous Machine
Under the various operational conditions
(7.1.) Definitions
The results which were gained in chapters ( 3) to (6) enable the
quantitative calculation of all quantities of the machine under any
chosen operational condition. Based on the gained analytical results
this chapter deals with the characteristics of the double -feeding
synchronous operation and its physical explanations as well as the
influence of the various possible operational environments and con-
ditions.
Therefore, we subdivide the conditions which can occur in
practice into three groups according to the following definitions.
A. The "symmetric machine"
53
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The "symmetric machine" thus is a machine with equal constants
and terminal voltages - referring to one and the same side.
B. The "constructional asymmetric machine":
U. IV.
	 at = ft. [ o r U. = Ur li l" _ W,
The condition n,, _ le,! and x,,. z x	 shall be partly or
completely unrealized:
C. The "essentially asymmetric machine":
it * R	 I or 11, * ^- I
The term symetric machine as defined above, differs from the 	 /60
one existing in iterature by not needing an equal number of turns
of rotor and stator (i.e., it= 1) 	 It only needs the realization of
two conditions; first, the equality of the constants of both machines
parts when they refer to one and the same part, and second, the
voltage applied to the two parts must have the ratio #	 It is
obviously very difficult to satisfy the first condition in practice;
however, it is not necessary in order to operate the machine satis-
factorily. The term symmetric machine, however, is very useful from
the theoretical point of view since it describes the basic laws
which rule the behavior of the machine in a very simple way. But if
one or the other of the conditions of symmetry is not satisfied
(which in practice is always the case) a certain inequality of the
functioning of both machine parts results; this we call asymmetry.
The non-satisfaction of the first condition we call constructional
as etr since it is due to the construction of the machine and not
is operation. An important example for the constructional asym-
metric machine is the parallel connected machine with o=1.
Since the machine constants of the normal construction type do not
differ much from the condition If,•_ ,,, - ^i^ , the prerequisite of
it,	 xo.
symmetry can be used for approximate calculations and plots.
By not satisfying the second condition, however, quite a con-
siderable asymmetry results. The slightest change of the ratio of
the applied voltages (i.e. the change of the " 	 ratio) or the
u
turn ratio for the parallel connection has a considerable influence
on asymmetry. The degree of asymmetry in this case actually depends
on the quantity;.^Y)
	
This case, i.e., the non-satisfaction
of the second condition fit=V) of symmetry we thus call "essential
asymmetry".
r'
1? :see: E-1.4essincr"Information on the double fed induction machine"
 
dissertation, Karlsruhe 1931.
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(7.2.) Characteristics of the symmetric machine
The two conditions of symmetry are:
N° = X. ( µ "11 $ = 11 2	 and
it„ = R; . X°. = X	 or
thus:
r,,. = 0 = ro,
Xo,=11 =Xa
K = 112
U, W, -
(Equations (38a) and (38c)
(Equations (38b) and (38d)
(Equations (46a)
/61
ff
The compensation constants here equal the real constants of
the machine because:
It,.. = It„ = 011, = lt;
X , = X'.
 = i0 x" X, I
Xµ.. = 2 Xµ. 27l217Ir 2,µ,
•i:
X".
X 7,.. -
 
2 X 7,, - 42",2	 µ.
The parameters of the compensation circuits are:
	
_, X l,,, t^ 	 = X^^, t	 (P. = of (eq .(44)a), (40 h) a 1d (- t 1))
Which results in:
rr
= •it=
r,
The compensation circuits of the machine are shown in Fig. 28.
R x?s
R,	 Xas	
°^^U2
	 ^2
I	 'Jr v3s
i U,	 E	 I
US	 fs; 27Sr^s !!^	 s	 Ur . &	 Ems. u
YX.us /'a
Ntxtor
	
Rotor	
—u^2'` u2
Fig. 28. Compensation circuits of a symmetric machine.
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It can thus be shown that the stator compensation constants or
the stator parameter rs is u;'- times as large as the rotor constants
or the respective rotor parameter rr. It can be concluded that the
stator always has the same power factor as the rotor. Furthermore,
since the stator voltage is n— times as large as the rotor voltage,
the rotor current always is 	 *,- times as large as the stator current.
This results in the fact that both machine parts always take in the 	 /62
same blind and the same effective power, and that both circuit
diagrams of the machine are similar ( in the ratio -a ). The dimensions
of the stator circuit are:
r = lIY .	 X., + XYItx + X + 2 . ,. XµS
_
R.
+.Y0.+2XQ,Xµ,
R= U^ ...	 Xµ, -
Rx +Xo,+2XQ,Xµ,
Amperc
Ampere
Ampere
fson "x,,-136
d,- ISOYolf	 V`r,
ompensation cis
of oae pha&e,of
No;;	
machine (referr
JN
^tat^
P	 ^,
oe	 /
w 1
t
at
o	 s Cm	 to
Fig. 29. Circle diagram of the symmetric machine. / ,M .
 I511 V,$If. 
„,,
 
_ 75 V,,il,
rl	 of	 ", /,-	 /i^	 I.MIGi. .^ ,	 .^,	 I.:III!!, N 11.	 '.'.7.:{ V 	II/.,IC.INI r/min.
Scales: stator current lcm=4amp; rotor current lcm=8amp; terminal
output lcm=3.6kW (total); inner output: measured perpendicular to
output line lcm=0 . 869kW/ph./side or 5 . 213kW (total).
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	The dimensions of the rotor circuit are 4- times as large. It 	 /63
is then sufficient to draw only one of both circles (fig.29). As
explained earlier (chapter 4), stator terminal output, stator current
and power factor for any chosen value of inner output are then
calculated. The respective terminal output and power factor of the
rotor are the same, the rotor current, however, results from multi-
plication of the stator current with u.
Fig. 30a or 30b show the combined space and time vector
diagram for generator or motor operation during full load operation.
The amplitudes of the flux waves Fs and Fr are equal (because
J,u3s	 ) and thus have the same angle with the combined flux wave;
the currents have the same angle with the respective induced voltages.
¢B
.	
of
Scales:
o z o 6 BAmp.
O L 40 60 6DYO/t
B
o^
US	 (b)	 • 14r
Fig. 30. Combined space and time vector diagram of a symmetric
machine. a) generator operation. b) motor operation.
It has been shown that both machine parts of a symmetric machine /64
always function in exactly the same manner and play the same role in
all respects.
Calculations of currents, terminal output and power factor was
Satof
Ms
x^
 r
4
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carried out for all theoretically possible functions l ) witn the aia
of the circle diagram. In Fig. 31 the calculation is shown to be
a function of the inner output of the machine. The motor operation
obviously corresponds to the upper part of the circle diagram above
the power line or negative inner output of Fig. 31. It can be
noticed that motor operation is possible only in a very small area
of the whole theoretical operating area. Compared to induction
machines, motor operation of the d.s. machine corresponds to a
smaller part of the total operating area l). Point Pm,4 or PmG in
Fig. 29 corresponds to the state of maximal sweep output of the
machine during motor or generator operation. Normal stable opera-
tion then is only possible in the lower half of the circuit
diagram between PMM and PmG. This corresponds to the heavy lines
in Fig. 31. The practically applicable operating field limited
by the maximum values of the currents, only covers a small part
of the whole stable field. It has to be noted that the charac-
teristic line of terminal output as function of the inner output
(Pk = f (Pi) ) is an ellipse.
The two points where the inner output equals zero (Poo and Pk)
evidently correspond to the two values of the paramer 1fj or 0. In
both cases the machine receives an effective Power from the net
which equals the copper losses. The first point Poo corresponds to
the parameter r = /, and refers to the ideal no-load operation
which can be simply reached in practice by operating the machine
mechanically and feeding it an amount of mechanical power which
exactly covers it mechanical and iron losses. The combined space and
time vector diagram of Fig. 32 corresponds to the ideal no-load
operation. Both flux waves coincide in space. Each side of the
machine takes in an effective output from its net which corresponds
to its copper loss. The effective output is represented by the
ordinate of P00•
1) The calculations were carried out for an experimental machine
(machine I, see chapter (8.1.) assuming symmetry. The machine has
the following constants:
/t = 1.14 Olim. .\, t' = 1.:111 Ohm, It s = 11,4115 Ohm,
0.355 Olun, ii	 _ 2.110 Uhtn, .\' lip _ '17.:1 Olim. D:Owr
1.', _ 0,465 • 4 _ 1,x011hn1	 uml	 .\o^ = 11,:155 . 4 = 1.4'1. Olim.
The assumed constants of the symmetric machine are:
I.I1	 1	 1.x11	 1.:111 1	 I'll,-,
,,	 I.Stt 1lhm,	 .Y,,. -- N.,	..	 -t	 . 1.:11i 1111111.
N 1 1. r :7,:1 I llun,	 l f ^	 Lill \'4111,	 llr	 75 \'4111.
2) See the comparison with induction machines at the end of this
chapter.
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/66A point slightly higher on the circle correponds to the real no-
load operation as motor since the machine now has to additionally
take in power from the net in order to cover its mechanic and
iron losses.
S►ero^	 ^, B
TC
scales:o	
6/gT	 O^P
O 20 v0 60V0/f
 S 
MS
es	 G/
Fig. 32. Combined space and time vector diagram for the ideal
no-load operation of a symmetric machine.
$1 2^ f 20
¢.0 B
RS d: T es = 0 - E,. d
-i	 3 -I - XS'
scales:
0 30 60 5
3os XQS , v"y	 0 30 60 90401f
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Fig. 33. Combined space and time vector diagram for the condition
corresponding to point Pk (symmetric machine).
The second point P k corresponds in a certain sense to the short
circuit point of the asynchronous machine, but has a different
meaning. In this case, the value of the parameter is zero, thus the
induced voltage also equals zero. The air slit flow also equals
zero, thus the flux waves of stator and rotor in space must be in
opposition. This condition is given in Fig. 33. It is then clear
that the machine under this condition is theoretically still operat-
ing. Another difference between Pk and the short circuit point of
an asynchronous machine is the fact that the torque of the d.s.
machine equals zero at Pk because the air slit flow equals zero. A
short circuit asynchronous machine , however, still has a small air
slit flow and thus also a torque.
The expressions for the sweep output of the machine (equation
(50a), (50b) and (48)) are simplified under symmetric conditions as
follows:
/ 67
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at
Generator operation:
:t U.2
It„	
WattPimp 
I^1+( + .2. + ,O)
R.	
_-1
\Xr1. R„ X,,0	It, (63)
Motor operation:
	
3 U,=
	
1'rmy =	 M" -- s	 Watt
	
R.	 o.	 ..l
r 1 + \X 1" + It. XJAS + I^ +I
for approximate calculations it can be assumed that:
Watt 
1
	
Ili,..	 ` 
^^S + , 2 — It,.
-311.2	 ^ '	 (63a)
	
Onm 
V11.2 X	
Watt
It is interesting to draw a comparison between sweep output or
sweep momentum of the d.s.machine and the asynchronous machine. If
the same machine during asynchronous operation was using the same
net (i.e.,same voltage and frequency) for sweep output during gener-
ator or motor operation thefollowing expressions are validly:
f
(I (mu)A.^w ' jrltf + 4 \. — It, Watt
(limy)	 l	 Watt
From expressions (63a) and (63b) the ratios between sweep output for
d.s. and asynchronous operation results:
S ^ 2 - V11%. 1- 4 XS +It.
J I M, +Xp, T R.
1)see E Arnc.ld, Technology of three phase current, v V,1 p 71
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For larger machines the ratio r^ is rather small and, as we know,
increases to about 1 for very small machines.
For fit• ,, is ,S ; 4	 for motor and generator operation
e,
For x 	 S 6	 for generator operation
o,
and 8 ct. •', 7 for motor operation.
It can thus be shown that sweep output and sweep momentum durin
d.s. operation always are considerably larger than during asynchro-
nous operation. The ratio between both of them depends on the
capacity of the machine as well as the operational manners (motor or
generator). The sweep output of larger machines is about four times
'	 as large (i.e., the sweep momentum is double )/ the smaller the ma-
chine, the larger this ratio is for generators and the smaller for
motors. In very small machines it is about 6 for generators and 2.7
for motors ( thus the sweep momentum ratio is 3 or 1.35).
Another advantage of d.s. operation is the need of a smaller
blind output, i.e., an improved power factor. If, for example,
It = I	 in a machine it can be directly parallel or series connected.
The conditions of symmetry will then in both cases be satisfied when
it,, = It, = It and X„, _ X., = X,	 The compensation circuit of a
phase of the whole machine (i.e., for net circuit) is shown in Fig.
34 for all three considered modes of operation, i.e., d.s. operation
with parallel and series connection and asynchronous operations The
reactance X,,, as defined above, represents the ratio .i,,
	
, where
E is the induced voltage and J. the current component perpendic-
ular to it during feeding of one side whereas the other one remains
open.
The nominal voltage or nominal current per phase of stator or
rotor (assumed to be equal) shall be U or J. If the machine was
supplied with nominal voltage from the nominal frequency in every
case, nominal output in case (a) has a voltage U and a current 2J
and in case (b) a voltage 2U and a current J. These two cases are
obviously similar. In both cases the machine has the same blind
and effective output and the same power factor for the same
mechanical output. During asynchronous operation, however, the
nominal output is reached with voltage U and current J. If the
power factor in all three cases was the same, the output in (c)
would be half of (a) or M. Obviously, this is not an advantage
1) Neglecting R and x,,. 	 the blind output will in every case be the
same, namely
'` N
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since the machine works with half the rotation of (a) or (b) in
case (c). Considering, however, the blind input, it becomes
obvi ps from Fig. 34 ghat the blind input in case (c) is about the
same) as in case (a) or (b). This results in the important
characteristic of double-fed synchronous operation: the d.s.
machine needs a blind inout which ecuals about half of the blind
same number of poles, the
ration. The same machine
the output during d.s. o
asynchronous operation wi
or the same nomtnat
wer factor being bett
us produces considera
ation as it would
half the number of
Be
d.s.
produce durl
revolutions.
R	 X0
I z
tJU	 X,
(a)
2 ,1	 2Xa
2I/
(b)
R	 Xe	 (C)	 R Xa
J	 ^
' ^I!xW
Fig. 34. Compensation circuit per
0i_I.It, -I(,_ It. X.._\e"_X..
a) double fed synchronous
b) double fed synchronous
c) asynchronous operation
phase of a machine with
machine, parallel connection
machine, series connection
Neglecting magnetiziry went, the drop in voltage in case
(a) or (b) will equal 	 ^Il2+x„	 of the voltage, whereas it will
be '^^ 1 1! ^tl	 of the voldge in case (c) . i.e.. twice as large.
dro
more). This fact has, as we know. another more important success
 ET—
 is that the sweep output or sweep momentum of a d . s. machine
are much larger than that of an asynchronous machine, as shown above
For the same reason the diametar of a d . s. machine is about twice
as large as that of a similar asynchronous machine.
It	 lcan be concluded that a d.s. machine has about half the voltage
63
As Fi 34 also shows, the copper losses of the machine are
about 6 J^R in case (c), i.e., equal to the copper losses in case
(a) or M. Iron losses during d.s. operation evidently are
larger than during asynchronous operation. On the one side iron
losses during d.s. operation occur also in the rotor with net
frequancq, on the other side pulsation losses are considerable#
due to the higher velocity of the rotor body. But since the out-
put during d.s. operation is double and copper losses remain un-
changed, the effectiveness still is considerably higher, even for
an asynchronous machine of conventional construct on th a rotor
consisting of commercial, thick laminations.
These advantages of d. 9. operation were explained based on this
simple example, but they hold for any symmetric machine, as well as the
practical machines which do not have a very prominent asymmetry.
(7.3.) Influence of asymmetry
In the last chapter it was shown that the sywmatric machine
represents the ideal case of double -fed synchronous operation,
when both machine parts share blind and effective output equally
under all operating conditions. The most favorable construction
of the machine supplying the largest sweep output as well as
largest effectiveness for a certain kind of material, would be
a symmetric machine with the smallest possible values of effective
and stray resistances and the same maximum values of Js and Jr'.
Because of the relatively limited slot volume of the rotor, it is
impossible to fulfill the conditions of symmetry in practice.
Because of that,neith4r the constants nor the allowab le values of
the currents can be the same and the difference is the larger the
smaller the machine is. In oractice , therefore, there is always
asymmetry, which causes a dissimilarity of functioning which
results in increasing the current in the one part and decreasing
in the other. The effectiveness and sweep output are also
lessened. In this chapter, the influence of asymmetry shall be
discussed.
During double - fed synchronous operation two voltages Us and
Ur are applied to both machine parts. The induced voltages Es and
Er always have a ratio o	 If the app lied voltages also had
the ratio	 and the constants Rs and Rr or x„ , and x„, had the
ratio +t_ (which is a symmetric machine) then both circles of the
machine (stator and rotor), as referred to one and only one side,
would be identical. The necessary magnetizing current as well as
the effective current would distribute evenly as we have already	 /71
seen. If there is, however, any inequalityy of the respective
voltages or costants, this asymmetry must be compensated by a
difference between both currents Js and Jr (generally in the
quantities and phase shift angles). Both machine parts, however,
always have the same inner effective output independent of sym-
metry. as shown in chapter (2.2.). Consequently, there can only
be a difference between the inner blind outputs. The asymmetry
is then compensated by reception or re ease of dissimilar blind
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currents.
Thus, in
tial asymmet
consists in
asymmetric machines (both, constructional and essen-
y), there is an operational dissimilarity_ which more
contribution or each s
asymmetry, the larger - the difference between - the blind outputs
becomes. The inner effective outputs always stay the same. and
thus he terminal effective outputs also are essentially the
samel^. The processes which are effected by asymmetry appear
completelyy during no-load operation as well as during operation.
They can be better recognized during no - load operation since the
e ective currents which are always symmetric are superimposed on
the asymmetric magnetizing currents during operation and thus
somewhat cover the influence of asymmetry. In order to get a good
idea of it, it is then reasonable to study the influence of
asymmetry during ideal no-load operation ^^^^^^^) . The following
study is based on the ideal no-load operation.
Let us first consider a constructional asymmetric machine
Os -0) during ideal no-load operation. Fig. 35 represents the
conditions of the machine. Each side receives lagging current2)
(supplies leading current) and supports the maintainance of the
common field with a purely magnetizing current. The resulting
flux wave of *he machine is supported by both sides. The ampli-
tude of this wave is:
If we assume that the rotor voltage is increased whereas the
stator voltage remains unchanged, i.e.,* > ,, it becomes obvious from
the same figure, that, in order to maintain the equilibrium of the
voltages, rotor current is increased. the induced voltages in-
crease and stator
'
 urrent decreases. Under these new conditions,
the rotor thus has a larger part of the magnetizing current. IM
chance of one of tha terminalvoltaaes thus causes a transfer of
s
1) At least within the practical operating field where the copper
losses are small compared to the output.
2) Accordin§ to the general terminology we here call a current
"lagging when it is magnetizing. i.e., when it lags the net
voltage.
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Fig. 35. Combined space and time vector diagram of a construc-
tional asymmetric machine during ideal no-load operation.
If rotor voltage is continuously increased, rotor current
continues to increase and stator current decreases. Both currents
however, remain purely magnetizing until the stator current has
reached the value zero, and the rotor takes over all of the
magnetizing current. We call this case "unilateral rotor magne
-tization". This case obviously exists when the induced voltage
of- the stator equals its terminal voltage. Thus, the following
condition is valid for the unilateral rotor magnetization:
R,2 +(Xo,+Xµ,)2
It corresponds to the terminal voltage ratio:
X11,	 (64)
It can be concluded:
ii
Substituting this equation in expression (46a), we obtain:
K = ,,
The unilateral rotor magnetization corresponds to the dissimi- 	 /73
larity factor K - w -
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By increasing the rotur voltage above a value corresponding
to the unilateral rotor magnetization, the rotor current continues
to increase and a stator current exists again. Now, however, the
stator receives a leading current and has an induced voltage
which is larger than its terminal voltage. The stator current is
then obviously purely de-magnetizing. The amplitude of the re-
sulting flux wave can be calculated by:
F, = JJ,j • It', - 1J.I • W.,
The dissimilarity factor now has a negative value.
It can be seen that by decreasing the rotor voltage below the
value corresponding to the constructional asymmetry (/J , - N^ the
rotor current has a smaller and the stator current a larger value
than those shown in F`i'g.M. By decreasing the rotor voltage
somewhat, the rotor current reaches the value zero, and the
stator receives all of the current necessary for the production of
the field. This case we also call a "unilateral stator
magnetization". For this it is also va	 .
It corresponds to the terminal voltage ratio:
I'll,t +(X ,,+ Y^,)"
	 (65)
It can be concluded:
X2	 112	 X2.
it' l
where:
K = 0
The unilateral stator magnetization thus corresponds to the
dissimilari ty factor K =
By further decreasing the rotor voltage, the rotor current
again increases; it is now, however, leading (de-magnetizing).
The stator current increases evenly in order to compensate this
demagnetizing influence of the rotor current. For the amplitude
of the resulting flux wave under these conditions the following
expression is valid:
/74
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The dissimilarity factor here also has a negative value.
The above considerations show that durin ideal no-load
operation stator or rotor current can Eave any chosen va ue it
can lag or lead da pending on t o rat o riles.	 certain e ,
owever, exists with borders correspondingto the unilateral ma-
Rnet zat ons. n this e the ratio can change,	 a of
currents remain i!Sging (ma etlzrn ^. IS rieta we call
"magnetizing-similari ty-field".is borders correspond to the
values 0 and oo of the dissimilarity factor and within this field
the dissimilarity factor Is pos t ve , outside of t it is nega ve .
If the ratio tale, is outside of this field a current is de-
magnetizing.	 a two currents ot a constructionaL asymmetric
machine are always  a ng. The sum of stator and rotor .v.a.
s, however, a n in any case since it is almost equal to the
.v.a. necessary for the production o the field whrc-hobvious  y is
aiways ta2einz.
After the above physically explained influence of asymmetry
we now want to deduce it mathematically. At first, we make use
of a well-based simplification by neglecting the resistances Rs
and Rr since they do not have an important influence on the
magnitude of the induced voltages during no-load operation and
thus also do not considerably influence their equilibrium and
the currents. By neglecting these resistances, rather simple
expressions for the currents of the machine during ideal no-load
operation result. Thus, the influence of the essential asymmetry
can be studied directly by assuming the ratio 41m to be a
variable.
According to the expressions (equation (38a), (38b), (40a)
and (46a)) given in chapter (3), the compensation constants of the
stator and the dissimilarity factor neglecting the Ohm-resistances
can be written as follows:
	
r„ .	 t ►
o, +	 o. µ, + Xw
	
pt
/
	
X	 +"
	
P	
,0. — ±	 0. it: '^w
	
/i
	 r •
	 r^	 ,a
r .	 r•.	 „
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which results in:
Xt
	
I	 fig
	
 
2^. N 	 ll- fT. 	 U. X,-X 2 (1
U
and thus:
-j--Xl —Xr,'I— x1,	 Y , ^..2Xa, +l - X°• 1 1=•(1-0,µ.	 °,xx	 .	 .	 tf 
1 
+ µ u	 4fx	 µ	 {t	 tt
4.8 	 — Ur	
c,` P. Yµ, l — z1[X +2X C +•
This expression can be directly simplified tol):
^. ^r. Y + X, ' A'.+ X°, x^,1
	
XI"'. — X,,. 
u	
-­
 -
	
•	 N	 4f')
Thus the stator compensation circuit looks like Fig. 36.
/?5
Fig . 36. Compensation circuit of
the stator neglecting the Ohm-
resistance.
.	 .Xas Xc, X.S -X,"
°a)
0
s
Im,	 2X,,^OS °
1) The signs in front of the square root can be omitted for x,o,
in this expression since the sign of X,, o, is always the same as
the one of the quantity ^.Y" +szo,s^,,+.^;, 
^1_u=^^ This can
be seen in equation (66). If we assume the opposite sign of the
magnitude • X + 2XUl .Y,f,+ Xµ, ( l -._ 	 for Yµa	 we obtain the follow-
ing expression instead of equation (66):
11
This impedance always is an inductive blind resistance and de-
creases with increase of ;t; ft 	 which is not true for any value
of li!ll	 as we have already seen physically. The sign of
is in the general case the same as the one of the quantity
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During ideal no-load operation, rs - 00 and the complete com-
pensation impedance is purely blind, it is;
Ae, = j (X" +Xo, +Xµ,+Xj"')	
`{ X". [X"' 
141,
.S p^ .l 1 ,	 -ify 
JJ + 1f (^ !^. 0.	 (^, pr	 v. Q•
a; 
X9. i' XP.I 	 ^12 q X , ,
 
4. iiY 1 	 I
This expression can then directly be simplified to: 	 /76
X,,,_XQ,+Xµ, XQ,+ Xf,, XQ' 	 (66)
Xa
•
 +X".(I— }1)L .
Likewise, the following expression holds for rotor compensa-
tion impedance neglecting the resistances and during ideal no-
load operation:
X" X.,
 + X1" X"'. + ." X	 (67)
X..+ x" ' 0  — ,ii)
If we call the lagging (magnetizing) current positive and
the leading current negative, the following expressions are valid
for the magnitudes of the currents:
Xµ(1- }4) 68J. = l $ 
i ll. Xo.+Nit, Cd,+ X o, X;•
X"' -  + Xl,, ( I — ,i
In order to be able to draw a direct comparison between stator
and rotor current the currents have to be referred to one and the
same location. The rotor current referred to the stator is:
J;=1'
(1— UX., + X".
'	 Nit. X"+ X!,,X"+XQ,,o,
ii^
.f X"•_X	 I
!-
 to	 (GJL)
f T 1 l,.X„, + Xµ, Xv,+ X., X;'
r
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If the stator voltage is kept constant and the rotor voltage
`	 or the ratio 4 ii,	 are changed, the impedances Ze s
 and Zer - ,iz
Zer
 as well as the current Js and Jr will change according to the
expressions (66), (67), (68) and (69b). Fig. 37 shows the,e
k
	
	
quantities as function of the ratio s/u or the rotor voltage.
The half of this figure which lies above the abscissa corresponds
to lagging currents or inductive compensation impedances, the
lower half corresponds to leading currents or capacitive compen-
sation impedancies.
Two right-angled hyperbolas are obtained for compensation im-
pedances, each obviously has a vertical asymptote through a
border of the magnetizing-similarity-field. The shape of each
current is a straight line. One part lies above and another
below the abscissa which separates the magnetizing from the de-
magnetizing current. The two borders of the magnetizing-
similarity-field (the unilateral magnetizations) correspond to
the ratios iqu	 equal to	 + `^^`•	 and
aw 	 Xc. +.^u,
a) : lagging (map.)
current, or
inductive resistance
b):leading (de-map.)
current, or
capacitive resistance
us.xQs
./ xf`.r XIlS ^XpSXar^XQsX 6r
c): unilateral stator
magnetization
d): constructional
asymmetry
,v): unilateral rotor
statorlde-magn. maynetization
/77
similarity
Fig. 37. Influence of asymmetry on compensation impedance and
currents during ideal no-load operation and neglectance
of the Ohm resistances
Within this field both currents are magnetizing. Their ratio", can
have any value between +oo and -	 according to the ratio
U	
The constructional asymmetry ( it 11 ) corresponds to a
ratio ^', which does not differ much from +1. It is interesting
r
t
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1
Eto note, that the ratio J1, 	of constructional asymmetry equals the
ratiopoi	 This means: The ratio of the currents referred to 	 /78
one and the same side, is inversely proportional to the stray
reactances.l)
The characteristic lines of Fig. 37 were calculated for an
experimental machine (machine I, see chapter (8.1.) and shown in
Fig. 38. It can be seen from it that the field of magnetization
similarity is rather limited in practice. Although figure 38 has
been calculated for a small machine (and thus with a relatively
large ratio	 the machine is already outside of this
field at a value of U equal to about 1 + 0,05. The distribu-
tion of the magnetizing current between the two macErne parts
thus strongly depends on the ratio 	 For the considered
mac ne, the total magnetizing currents transferred to one side
at a difference of about 5% between voltage ratio and transfer
ratio. At a difference of about 17% or 12%, the nominal current
is reached already during no-load operation due to this strong
asymmetry. The algebraic sum (Js + Jr) (a lagging current is
assumed to be positive) is also shown in Fig. 38. It increases
in a straight line with the ratio 	 or Ur . This sum obviously
represents the effective magnetizing current (referred to the
stator). Thus, the air slit voltage referred to the stator is:
G, Y 	 It, • (,/ N
 '1' *if)
and thus the function Es a f(") also is a straight line.
The increase of the sum (Js + Jr) with the ratio a is very
small since it is not caused by asymmetry but by the increase of
the rotor terminal air slit flow or Es because of the increase of
the rotor terminal voltage. If the ratio "	 is changed con-
sidering that the air slit voltage remains unchanged,the sum
(Js + Jr) remains unchanged and positive since it actually
1) This fact is shown by an exact procedure to separate the stray
reactance of a slip ring rotor machine. The machine is d.s.
operated and stator and voltage are adjusted according to the
ratio U =6 . The mechanic output is also adjusted such that
the machine covers its copper losses by the net. Under these con-
ditions, the ratio Jr/Js thus equals the ratio °,l-^^, . As will
be shown later (Fig. 38) the Ohm-resistances have no considerable
influence on the magnitude of the currents in this experiment.
By a common short circuit experiment, the sum N,,,+ N .,,	 is cal-
culated and thus the individual stray reactances can be calcu-
lated. This procedure is used to separate the stray reactances
of experimental machines (see chapter (8.1.)).
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represent the magnetizing current necessary for the production of
the air slit flow. Consequently, the as etry does not cause an 	 /80
increase of the co ete blind current at constant air 'slit
voltage. Due to the blind output of the stray reactances
(J.' X.. or J,' X.,)	 an increase of the total blind terminal
voltage of the machine at constant air slit voltage is caused by
the asymmetry. In Fig. 38 the output (obviously purely blind) of
each side as well as the total output of the machine are shown. 	 /79
zs a) :lagging
1Ph	
(magnetizing)
b):leading,
cc to	 (de-Map.)
c): stator blind
power
's d) :tctal blind
power
e):rotor blind
00 >o
	 power
f):total blind
power/V
S
g):unilateral
a Ck	 stator map.
NSZSQ h) :constructional
^t E	 asymmetry
Q )i) :unilateral
s	 rotor map
j):blind power
k):current
Ohm resistance considered
Fig. 38. Influence of asymmetry during ideal no-load operation.[ll. 140 Volt, is c 2 X	 1 .30 Xq," 0,355 X it. :- 0,3 25 11Z Iiow r/min .
rs
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The increase of the total output of the machine lies rite
far outside of the field of magnetizing similarity and it is
stronger to the right than to the left because the air slit
voltage and thus the magnetizing blind output increases with the
increase of Ur. For the same reason the total output does not
have its minimum near u =i , but rather far to the left of it.
In order to compensate this influence of change of the air slit
voltage for the total output so that only the influence of
asymmetry remains, the total output at every point is divided by
the corresponding value of E.2. This results in the total output
per volt of the air slit voltage (Fig. 38). It can be concluded
that the asymmetry causes an increase of the total blind output
of the machine, which increases the faster the more the ratio
deviates from 1. Within the field of magnetizing simi-l,	 -	 - -
larity the increase of blind output caused by the asymmetry is
essentially insignificant.
The above results were derived without considering the Ohm
resistances. In order to show the influence of the resistances
on these results, the currents Js and Jr were calculated after
the equations (34c) and (36b) for ideal no-load operation. The
dashed line in Fig. 38 represents the calculated results with
the consideration of the resistances. No considerable differ-
ence exists between the calculated results with or without con-
sideration of the Ohm resistances for constructional asymmetry
and small degrees of essential asymmetry, only for large degrees
of essential asymmety a small difference exists.
In order to limit the blind power intake, the machine should
function within the field of magnetizing similarity. In this
respect it is most favorable to chose
	
1 (i.e. ,* = i for parallel
connection) since this case corresponds to the minimum blind out-
put per volt (Fig. 38). It will be shown in chapter (7.6.), however,
that the ratio has to be ;r<u , in order to make best use of the
machine, i.e., to maintain the maximum continuous output of a
certain machine.
(7.4.) Characteristics of the constructional 	 X81
asymmetric machine
In Fi . 39 the compensation circles and circuits diagrams of a
constructional asymmetric machine are shown. They are calculated
for the same machine I as in chapter (7.2.) for the symmetric ma-
chine without the prerequisite of svmmetry of the constants. The
sum of the constants (Rs + Rr') or (X,,+ X,,) 	 is the same in both
cases and thus the difference between both cases is only caused by
the constructional asymmetry. The circle diagram obtained assuming
asymmetry is drawn with lines in Fig. 39 for each side in the respective 	 /82
scales. It can be seen from it that the influence of constructional
asymmetry during demand shows mainly in a very c Rderable s t o
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the center of the one circle above and of the other below the
abscissa. The ratio and the x-componenta of the centers, however,
are only insignificantly influenced. This shift of the circles in
two opposite directions obviously causes a certain dissimilarity of
the currents as well as a considerable dissimilarity of the power
factors. The circle of the side with the larger Ohm resistance
(rotor) is shifted above the abscissa and thus this side will have
a considerably larger and the other side a smaller output during
motor operation. Quite in the contrary, during generator operation
the first side will have a smaller and the other a larger power
factor.
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Fig. 39. Compensation circuitsand current diagrams of a construc-
tional asvmmetric machine.
v M	 1:.11 \ • ,d1. 1 • ,	 ;s \'.al.	 :ts iii., 1:,1a ► r/min
/f, -- 1.14 Q. I" - 11,411'1 Sl..0,"	.all 12. "Ve, - II,aS:i S:. X1•• = 27,392.
Scales: stator current:lcm.-10,0 Amp./ph., rotor current:lcm.-37,35
Amp./ph., inner output:lcm-10,3°kW (total)- stator terminal
output:lcm.-4,5kW (total), rotor terminal output:lcm.-8,40
kW (total).
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This shift of the circuits caused by constructional asymmetry has
another important consequence on the load capacity of the machine
or its continuous output 	 Since the terminal output of the stator
differs only slightlyz) from that of the rotor, and the power
factors are dissimilar, the supplied current of the side with large
resistance is considerably smaller than that of the other side
during normal motor operation and considerably larger during normal
generator operation. This fact can also be seen from Fig. 40, where
the characteristic lines of the machine are drawn as function of the
inner output in the complete possible operating field. They were
calculated after the circuit diagrams (Fig. 39). The currents Js and
Jr' are the same only at a very low demand, otherwise they differ
in the sense that JN > J; ' during motor operation and .I; > J. during
generator operation at stable run.
The characteristic lines of the machine (Fig.40) have the same
character as the symmetric machine. The characteristic lines of
the stator, however, differ from those of the rotor. Everywhere in
the theoretically possible field, the currents Js and Jr' do not
differ much, although they do show a large deviation within the
applicable field. The deviation of the currents is about the same
everywhere. The difference between the terminal outputs as well as
between the power factors is the larger, the larger the inner out-
put is. Stator or rotor terminal output as function of the inner
output is an ellipse and thus the function of the complete terminal
output of the machine	 /04.v _ I 14., +I AA., : t (I';)	 also is an ellipse, as	 /85
shown in Fig . 40. An important comparison between the symmetric and
the constructional asymmetric machine is obtained by comparing the
energy-ellipse	 I'kx = W';) of both cases. These are again shown
in Fig . 48 (chapter (7.5.)). The
studied case of a constructional
corres onds to the same machine
(7.2.)^. The comparison between
place that a decrease of sweep o
n =srotor operatio	 cause y the
ficiency which, of course, is only important ror the practicaiiy
applicable field, is not considerably decreased by the construc-
tional asymmetry since both ellipses almost coincide within this
field.
Another theoretically important consequence of asymmetry is the
state corresponding to the points PPkk or Pkr (Fig.39). This state
differs somewhat from the corresponding one of the symmetric machine.
As Fig . 40 shows, the currents Js and Jr' are not the same at this
state and thus the amplitude of the resulting flux wave does not
equal zero. This way a small induced voltage proportional to ttEe
difference ;•I, - J.'I	 exists in every part and every current is
1) See chapter (7.6.)
2) Only by the same amount as the difference between the copper
losses of the two sides.
ellipse B corresponds to the
asymmetric machine and ellipse A
with symmetry presumed (chapter
 both ellipses shows in the first
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perpendicular to the corresponding induced voltage since the inner
output equals zero. One of the currents then is purely magnetizing,
the other purely de-magnetizing. The compensation circles and the
combined space and time vector diagram of the machine at this state
are shown in Fig. 41.
l<< • X04^ xf"Uo^	 X;s •-o.27^	 A O.*Fsn
2 08,44P
n
!/•. ISO ren f, ,7a• von	 _r, ?Toff	 ^q `rop
X.0 • ss
Stator compensation circuit
R^•a.sa^ Xa, •o^ss n X;i • •0,^70^	 o.^oan osss n -o,roson
_	 r =•{e
^	 ./r rf•1.fA ^•rr.1/!I!1	
/' ^^
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Fig. 41. Compensation circuits and combined space and time vector
diagram of a constructional asymmetric machine for the
state represented by point Pk s or Pkr (machine I).
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1The magnitude of the parameter r s results from equation (51b
that of the parameter rr from a similar expresaionl),
(7.5.) Characteristics of the essentially
asymmetric machine
The characteristics of the essentially asymmetric machine shall
be explained with thre ¢¢ examples which were calculated for the
experimental machine I Z). The machine has a transmission ratio
R - 2.00 and its normal voltage is 150 V per stator phase or 75 V
per rotor phase. The calculations were done for three different
degrees of essential asymmetry. They are:
Case (1) :	 11". = 1 .17 Vok,	 11, W 711 V44l .
Substituting these values in expression (46a) for the dissimi-	 /86
larity factor. we obtain:
Nt1
!>'	
It; + X 2.', + 2X,,, Xµ, + X1 (! 1 - t
_ U: /t;+Xa+•.'.X..X ►,,+XrI„11 -,,,/
+ 111,r
Thus, this case corresponds to a positive dissimilarity factor
and lies within the field of magnetiz ng s m lazrity.
Case (2) :	 V. , 153,5 Volt,	 r, - 7:1.2 Volt.
This results in:	 K - 0.00
The dissimilarity factor equals zero and thus this case cor-
responds to a border of the field of magnetizing similarity, namely,
the unilateral stator magnetization.
Case (3) :	 V, = 14:1 Vok ,	 V, - 711 Volt.
This results in: 	 K - -12.50
1) In this case the parameter rs or rr practically has the value
ros or ror.
2) The assumed constants of the machine are: ^^, - 1.11 ^ ►1,..,.:^„^ _ L:u1
016011. /f, = 11.4/1:1 oaten. X,,. = 0.3M 016111. No. = :7.3 1116111.
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This case correspponds to a negative dissimilarity factor and
thus lies outside of the field of magnetizing similarity. It cor-
responds to a de-magnetizing stator, since the denominator of the
expression of K is negative.
In order to draw a real quantitative comparison between all
three cases, we chose the voltages Us and Ur so that the sum Us+Ur'
is about the same in all three cases (about 300 volt), thus the air
slit induction also is about the same. A ^!alculation example of the
compensation circles and current diagram is given in annex I.
Case (1): Within the field of magnetizing similarity:
Fig.42. shows the compensation circles of the machine and its
combined circuit diagrams under the conditions of this case. The
dashed circles in the same figure show the circuit diagrams of the
machine operating as a constructional asymmetric machine (i.e., with
voltages of 150 and 75 volt) (chapter (7.4.)). As already mentioned,
this case lies within the field of magnetizing similarity and thus
both machine parts accept magnetizing currents during ideal no-load
operation (point POs and POr , Fig.42.). But since the ratio is
1t <n	 , this state is close to the unilateral rotor magnetization
or in other words, because of this essential asymmetry, the rotor
accepts a larger part of the necessary magnetizing current during	 /87
ideal no-load operation than the constructional asymmetric machine -
as also indicated by the points POS and POr . This way the stator
current is shifted close to the origin and the rotor current far
away from it and an increase of the power factor of the stator as
well as a decrease of that of the rotor during motor as well as	 /88
generator operation is caused.
The characteristic lines of the machine in the complete
theoretic operating field were calculated with the help of the circuit
diagram and are show- in Fig. 43. In their general character they
do not differ from %hat of a symmetric or constructional asymmetric
machine. The characteristic lines of the currents only show a con-
siderable change in the practically applicable field where the rotor
current is slightly larger and the stator current smaller than in
the constructional asymmetric machine, which is obviously caused by
the transfer of magnetizing current from rotor to stator. Thus the
difference betweer the currents Js and Jr' at maximum demand is
smaller during motor operation and larger during generator operation
than it is for the constructional asymmetric machine. The rotor pow-
er factor of the constructional asymmetric machine at maximum demand
during motor generation was much larger than that of the stator.
Since the rotor in this case, however, has a considerably larger part
of the magnetizing current - compared to the constructional asym-
metric machine - its power factor is smaller than that of the con-
structional asymmetric machine and relieves the stator of a part of
the blind current.
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Fig. 42. Compensation circles and current diagrams of an essen-
tially asymmetric machine.
Case (1): Within field of magnetizing similarity.
U„ = 147 Volt. Ur = Iii Volt, ii = 3 25 liz. 15oo r/min .
R„ = 1,14 11, .Vo• - 1.30 12, 11, = 0,465 Q. X,, = 0,355 12, Xµ' = 27,3 Q
Scales:	 stator current : lcm =10Amp /Ph., rotor current:lc m =
36.2Amp /Ph., inner output:lcm =10.18kW ( total), stator
terminal output:lcm =4.4lkW (total), rotor terminal out-
put:lcm =8.25kW (total).
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Fig. 43. Characteristic lines of the essentially asymmetric machine
in the theoretically possible operating field.
Case 1: U = 147 V , U r
 = 76 V , u = 2 25 Hz, 1500 r/min. (within
Re field of magnetizing similarity).
Characteristic lines of stator and output of the
machine.
Characteristic lines of rotor.
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Fig.44. Compensation circles and current diagrams of an
essentially asymmetric machine
Case 2: Unilateral stator magnetization
^'x = 1 53,5 Volt, l'r = 7:1,2 Voll.. ii = 2 25 1l •r., 151)41 r /min .
1.14 9, 10' = I.:111 Sd. Rr .- 11,465 11. X 0 , = 41.355 11, X11. = 27,3 D.
Scales: stator current:lcm.=10.0Amp./ph., rotor current:lcm=
39.0 Amp./ph., inner output:lcm.-10.63kW (total),
stator terminal voltage:lcm.-4.605kW (total), rotor
terminal voltage:lcm-8.56kW (total).
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Case 2: Unilateral stator magnetization
In this case Us > Ur ', i.e., it> 4	 and thus the stator takes
over a larger part of the magnetizing current during ideal no-load
operation. As already mentioned, the voltages are chosen such that
the stator takes over all of the magnetizing current during ideal
no-load operation. Thus, the stator circle shall be shifted far from
the origin parallel to the abscissa, and the rotor circle shall be
shifted in the same direction until the latter passes through the
origin. The compensation circles and circle diagrams were calculated
and are shown in Fig.44 where the shift of the circles becomes ob-
vious. By this shift a decrease of the power factor of the stator
and an inrease of that of the rotor during generator as well as motor
operation is caused. The increase of the power factor of the rotor
is large enough in this case for the rotor to accept a leading
current in a part of the motor field as shown in Fig.44. This intake
of leading current (de-magnetizing current) is unfavorable especially
since it also exists during maximum demand because it is balanced by
an additional lagging current of the other side as shown previously.
Both currents then are larger during motor generation and the load
capacity of the machine is limited.
The characteristic lines of the machine were calculated after the
circuit diagrams and are shown in Fig. 45. It shows the increase of
the power factor of the rotor and the decrease of the stator power
factor during motor as well as generator operation as compared to the
constructional asymmetric machine and thus they deviate more from
each other during motor generation and less during generator opera-
tion. Both power factors which differ significantly in the construc-
tional asymmetric machine during generator operation, are thus almost
equal in this case during maximum demand as generator due to the
asymmetry which relieves the rotor from a part of the blind current.
Thus both currents Js and Jr' become almost equal during maximum
demand of generator operation. During motor generation the difference
between them is, because of the chosen essential asymmetry, larger
than in the constructional asymmetric machine.
Case 3: Outside of the magnetizing similarity field:
The compensation circuit and circuit diagrams of the machine in
this case are given in Fig. 46. The influence of essential asymmetry
can be seen which causes the shift of the rotor circle far from the
origin and of the stator circle almost parallil to teabscissa  s nce
The rotor thus should take over a large part of the ma-
gnetizing current as compared to the constructional asymmetric ma-
chine. The extent of the essential asymmetry is in this case large
enough for the stator to take over de-magnetizing (leading) current
already during no-load operation (point PO,, Fig.46). Thus, the
stator circle has a part to left of the origin in the motor and ge-
nerator field. In this part of the circle diagrams the rotor takes
in a blind current which is larger than the blind current necessary
for field generation and coverage of stray k.v.a. in order to compen-
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Fig. 45. Characteristic lines of the essentially asymmetric
machine in the theoretically possible operating field.
Case 2: Unilateral stator magnetization. Us = 153 . 5 Volt,
Ur = 73 . 2 Volt, u a 2 25 Hz, 1500 r/min.
characteristic lines of stator and total output
r - , -, characteristic lines of rotor.
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Fig.46. Compensation circles and current diagrams of an essentially
asymmetric machine.
Case 3: Outside of the magnetizing similarity field; stator de-
magnetizing
/1, = 143 Volt. llr = 79 ViAt., fi = 2 L'+, llr, 15011 r/min.
it"
 -= 1,11 Sl. X". .- 1.309. lir
	
10,44,15 9, X	 41.:Irm 9. X1,. = I'.7, - 9.
Scales: stator current:lcm -lOAmp. /ph., rotor current : lcm -33.87
Amp./ph., inner output : lcm-9 . 903kW (total), stator terminal
voltage : lcm.-4 . 29kW ( total), rotor terminal voltage:lcm-
8.03kW ( total).
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machine in the theoretically possible operating field.
Case 3: Outside of the magnetizing similarity field (stator
de-magnetizing).
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As Fig.47 shows, the rotor current is much larger than the stator
current in this part of the circle diagrams. Because of this pro-
nounced asymmetry of the currents the continuous output of the
machine is strongly limited especially during generator operation.
The asymmetry is much smaller during motor operation as can be seen
from the circle diagram, and the currents Js and Jr' do not differ
much,especially for large outputs.
Considering these
influence of essential
large extent) in the M
three examples it can be concluded that the
asymmetry consists mainly (and to a very
During operation,tnis influence becomes eviaent essentiatty in a
shift of both current circles of the machine in the same direction,
almost parallel to the abscissa. The circle of the side with the
larger voltage is shifted far from the origin, the other one close
to it. This is the case because the first side has to take over the
magnetizing current of the second side in order to compensate the
essential asymmetry (chapter 7.3.). This shift of the circles
evidently causes an increase of the power factor of the second side,
during both motor and generator operation. We have shown, however,
in chapter	 that the constructional asymmetry causes a shift
of both circles in opposite direction perpendiculat to the abscissa;
Thus, the power factor of the one side increases. The power factor
of the other side decreases during motor generation and vice-versa
during generator operation. The influence of essential asymmetry
thus ditters rundamentally from that of constructional asymmetry,
although we deal in both cases with merely an unequal distribution
of the magnetizing current among both machine parts. By any kind of
asymmetry the magnitudes of the currents are influenced due to the
take over of the magnetizing current from one side to the other.
Thus, the essential asymmetry provides the possibility to transfer
and ratio of the blind current from one side to the other and thus
to control the magnitude of the currents w 	 in a
very ssi^le_way . This fact has an important success, namely, the
completea uti ization of the machine by chosing an extent of es-
sential asymmetry in a manner that both currents Js and Jr' reach
their allowable values at the same time during operation (see
chapter (7.6.)).
The influence of asymmetry on the sweep output and the effect-
iveness of the machine can be demonstrated by the comparison of
the "energy ellipses" of the machine (PkM = f(Pi)). They are shown
in Fig. 48 for all three discussed cases of the essential asym-
metry as well as for the symmetric and constructional asymmetric
machine. The maximum inner output during continous operation as
motor and the maximum terminal output during continous operation
as generator are also given for every case. Ellipse A of the
ideal d.s. operation (assuming symmetry) everywhere lies outside of
the others and thus corresponds to the maximum sweep output and the
best effectiveness during both motor and generator operation. As a
comparison between ellipse B and A shows, a considerable decrease
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of sweep output and a alight decrease of effectiveness is caused by
the constructional asymmetry. The comparison between the three
ellipses C, D and E wi th ellipse B shows that A decrease or increase
of sweep output and effectiveness is caused by the essential asym -
metry according to its direction. The change of sweep output and
effectiveness caused by the essential asymmetry in all three cases
(i.e., not exaggerated unpractically) is not as significant as the
one caused by the constructional asymmetry. It is interesting to
note that the extent of essential asymmetry which compensates the
influence of constructional asymmetry and which causes the equality
of the currents Js and Jr' during nominal load of an operating mode,
also causes an increase of sweep output and effectiveness during the
respective mode of operation. This fact can be seen from a com-
parison of ellipse B with ellipses D and C. Ellipse D which refers
to case (2) of essential asymmetry (whera the currents Js and Jr'
have about the same values during normal demand of generator
operation) has a larger generator sweep outfilit as well as a larger
effectiveness (as compared to the constructiuna l  asymmetric machine)
during generator operation since it lies higher than ellipse B in
this field. By comparison of ellipses A and B it is also shown that
case (1) of the essential asymmetry where both currents Js and J '
almost have the same values during normal demand of motor generation,
also has a larger sweep output as well as a larger effectiveness
during motor operation.
It is, however, important to note that the influence of the
essential asymmetry (if not unpractically exaggerated) on sweep out-
put and the effectiveness of the machine is very small and of no
considerable significance in practice.
(7.6.) Essential asymmetry as means of enhancing
continuous output
in c::apter (7.2.) and (7.5.) it has been shown that the symmetric
machine represents the ideal model of d.s. operation, where both ma-
chine parts always play exactly the same role in the production of
the common field and supplying effective out ut. Consequently, both
machine parts always have the same (supplied current and the same
power factor, and the machine has the maximum sweep nd effective
output. The continuous output of the machine which is merely deter-
mined by the allowable values of the currents during continuous
operation, would also be largest for a symmetric machine if the al-
lowable values of the currents had the ratio u i.e., the currents
Js and Jr' were of the same allowable value. In practice this con-
dition, however, is by far not fulfilled. The rotor slots always
have a smaller volume than the stator slots and thus the allowable
value of Js is considerably larger than that of Jr'. It is simple to
prove that:
J,
	 . '
	
where:J;	 i,
i
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rie Z 	- allowable value of stator current for continuous operation
Jrz	 - allowable value of Jr' for continuous operation
I X (allowable value of rotor current for continuousto
operation)
Js , Jr - allowable current density of stator or rotor for continuous
operation
Fs, Fr - complete area of stator or rotor slots
- cross section of a slot X amount of slots
fs, fr - slot filling factor of stator or rotor
copper volume of a slot
- volume of s slot
The ratio ., is evidently larger than 1 and depends on the size
of the machine. The smaller the machine, the larger this ratio is.
It can increase to about 1 . 6 - 1.8 (according to the number of re-
volutions) for small machines with about S H .P. For still smaller
machines it might be yet larger. The ratio I • generally is smaller
than 1 due to the better heat emission of th4 ' rotor, its value is
about 0 . 9. The ratio.• depends on the voltages of both machine
parts and generally is /Iabout 0.9-1 for induction machines of common
construction (with the rotor being purposely coiled for a smaller
voltage). As an example we consider the experimental machine (see
chapter (8.1.)). For the mentioned quantities it is of the following-
values:
F, = 1 12 111= Toin g 	 ^^^ = 5 ,1 X 111= t11tn 2
l, - 0,:3:3	 f, s 0,:32
= 4,0 A /tntW	 j,	 4.5 A/nuul'
consequently:
^; 11 •^ .,	 Ili= (,49
'1!',1"1:1`
Il,ti11
^► 4.5
J, 0.:3:1
=
thus the rati- becomes:
^;	 - 1,4!1; 11,>i!1,; I,ua = I.ali
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The rounded off values of the allowable currents are
J,, = 12 Amjkn•
jr, :r is Am1ri-rr, nlho J;^ _ !1 Am1 ►etr,
and thus:
J,, 
_ 12 ^ i ' xi
.ire 	 !1
It is also important to notice that the given values are valid
for the ratios F', , and ^^	 for asynchronous machines of common
construction. The ratio would be larger yet for machines which are
s ecifically qualified for d.s. operation. This is due to the fact
that rather a larger induction is allowed in the rotor teeth than
in the stator teeth of an induction machine since no considerable
loss of iron is produced in the rotor and more space is consequently
available for the rotor slots. This can not be done during d.s.
operation because these obviously are iron losses both in rotor and
stator with net frequency.
We see that the allowable value of stator current is rather
higher than that of the supplied rotor current. The total utiliza-
tion of the machine requires that both currents Js and Jr reach
their allowable values simultaneously, otherwise one side of the
machine is under-loaded. A symmetric machine with identical currents
Js and Jr' does not fulfill this condition and thus its load capacity
is strongly limited by the rotor current. In the above-mentioned
ex€:.ple the stator current only reaches 75% of its allowable value
when the rotor current reaches its allowable value. This way a
significant ratio of the continuous output of the machine is lost.
Regarding the continuous output of the machine the symmetric machine
thus does not represent the best model of a d.s. machine. If a
suitable amount of the magnetizing current was transferred from rotor
to stator, rotor current would decrease, stator current would in-
crease, and the load capacity of the machine would be increased. By
applying a suitable degree of essential asymmetry, this very goal can
be achieved.
The ratios of a constructional asymmetric machine are about the
same as those of a symmetric machine, but the load capacity is
slightly greater during motor operation and slightly less during
generator operationl ). Load capacity of a s	 tcA c and a construc-
t	 tional asymmetric machine--Ts_generally limited ►
 rotor current.
1) Since the rotor slots have a smaller volume than the stator slots
And also because of the brush voltage drop, the supplied rotor re-
sistance Rr' is always greater than stator resistance. This is why
the center of the rotor circle is always shifted above, and the center
of the stator circle below the abscissa. Thus Js *x Jr' durin motor
operation and Js < Jr' during generator operation (see Fig.401.
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has to be gre
for the stator to take
while the rotor current
asymmetry usually depen
over a greater part of the
decreases. The necessary
ds on the size of the mach
Consequently, there is a need for a certain degree
metry so that both currents Js and Jr reach their
simultaneously with the load, and the machine can
utilized and and its continuous out put increased.
of essential asym-
allowable values
by completely
The voltage ratio
ratio s. ,
magnetizing current
degree of essential
no and its operation
(motor or generator). It is larger in smaller machines because the
difference between the allowable value of Js and Jr' is larger in
small machines than in larger ones; it is also larger forgenerator
than motor operation ocause of the influence of constructional asym-
metry (which always prevails).
We have to consider, however, that the ideal case when both
currents reach their allowable values simultaneously with the load
cannot always be achieved. Since the influence of essential asym-
metry on the decrease of rotor current is only caused by the stator
taking over blind current from the rotor, it is limited by the
condition when the stator takes over the total necessary blind cur-
rent of the machine during full load and the rotor has a purely
effective current. A otitl larger degree of asymmetry causes a
greater rotor current (with leading power factor). In special cases
with a verylarge difference between J and Jr' and exceptionally
small magnetizing current, it might gappen that the rotor current
reaches its allowable value at a power factor equal to 1 whereas the
stator current stays smaller than its allowable value. In such cases
the stator current cannot be essentially smaller than its allowable
value since the stator takes over all the necessary blind current and
thus has rather a small power factor.
For practical application of d.s. operation with sho machine
s functioning on a single net, mainly series and parallel connection
have to be considered. In the present literature both connections
are considered to be equivalent and it is assumed that the most fa-
vorable operation of the machine is reached at
for parallel connection) 1). Both assumptions, however, are not
right. Regarding continuous output , serira connection is of great
disadvantage, since the current of the machine must in this case not
exceed the allowable value of the rotor current during continous
operation, thus the stator is underloaded. A very considerable
ratio of continous output is lost as compared to a parallel connected
machine with a suitable degree of essential asymmetry. The ratio of
continuous output loss by applying series connection might amount to
30% for small machines. The most favorable model of the machine
can consequently be achieved with parallel connection; this way the
total utilization of the machine can be attained b y
 using essential
asymmetry. In this case the voltage ratio is , = I and this is why
the necessary essential asymmetry is attained when a:t i.e., the
t effective number of turns of the rotor coil is larger than that of
i	 1) Seee .%. B.B.J.Herschdorfer, Arch f. Elektrot.. Bd.XX,1932,S620/
625.
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F the stator coil. As we have seen the best value of 	 depends on
the difference between the constants of stator and rotor (the con-
structional asymmetry), as well as on the allowable values of the
currents and the mode of operation of the machine (motor or generator).
8. Comparison of Theory with Measurements*on	 /101
Experimental Machines
8.1. Machine data and experimental connections
To carry out experiments the following two machines were avail-
able:
Machine I: A slip ring induction motor of common construction
with the following coil and power data for normal asynchronous
operation:
M.F. Oerlikon, Type -18,	 4 Pole, 500 Volt
8 Hp,	 1460 T/min., 50 Hz., 11,4 Amp.
Stator: circuit: star, amount of slots: 48, wires in series/slot:
25, maximum allowable current for continuous operation =
12 Amp./ph.
Rotor:	 circuit: triangle, amount of slots: 60, wires in series/
slot: 10 maximum allowable current for continous operation =
18 Amp./ph.
For the experiments the machine is fed by a synchronous generator
with 25 Hz so that the number of revolutions does not greatly exceed
its normal value. For practical reasons regarding the transformation
of voltage, the stator is connected in a triangle, consequently the
effective turn ratio is:
11:^	 4nn . u,!i:^K
Iti;	 L)114). 11,!157
The assumed normal stator or rotor terminal voltage then is 150 or 75
Volt. The constants and losses of the machine were calculated to be
25 Hz.
Stator:	 Xo, = 1 .30 ( )11111, I?x = I,1; Ohm	 (warm alternating current)
Rotor:
	
	
X, 0,355 Ohm Rr = 0,46.5 ( ►hm	 (warm alternating current)
(including brush resistance at about 50% of nominal current)
Mechanic losses + friction losses - 260 Watt (n= 1500r/min).
The magnetizing reactance X, and the iron losses evidently change
with saturation and/or size of air slit induction and are given as
function of the air slit voltage as referred to the stator (fig.49).
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The sum of the stray reactances was calculated by normal short
circuit experiments. The separation of the stray reactances is
carried out by the method suggested in chapter (7.3,). The machine
is d.s. operated with the voltage U -15 V. and U r a 75 V. The
mechanic power supplied to the machine is then adjusted in a way that
the received electric output equals the copper losses of the machine
(i.e. ideal no-load operation). The currents of the six phases of the
machine are measured under these conditions and the mean value of
	
/102
Js and Jr is calculated. It is very important, however, that the
voltages are adjusted exactly since a small deviation of their ratio
Us/Ur , from the transmission ratio U,/U,has a considerable influence on
the currents during no-load operation: the current of one side is in-
creased, the current of the other side is decreased (chapter 7.3.)
and consequently a large error arises in the calculated ratio Jr'/Js.
iron +
A„
0
O
I ,.• ~ir
OW
r
OW
^•w
/air slit voltage referred to stator
E,
Fig. 49. Change of •.. and losses with saturation (Machine I).
The applied voltmeters have to be accurately calibrated and the three
voltages of each side have to be measured in order to achieve satisfy-
ing accuracy. Under these conditions the mean values of the currents
are:
Js = 2.78 Amp.	 Jr = 5.09 Amp.
consequently, the ratio is:
X.. _ JV	 .1 ,0 ► Il,^ll:i
\d	 J^	 • 78
The short circuit experiments yielded the following mean value
for the sum of the stray reactances:
,Y,,, + X' _.: 2,7 .21 Ohm.
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Fig. 50. Circuit diagram for the experiments with machine I
D.S.M. - double-fed synchronous machine. G.S.M.1 - drive or load
direct current machine. S.M. - synchronous machine. G.S.M.2 and
G.S.M.3 - direct current machine. A.M. - asynchronous machine.
I.R. - induction regulator. T = autotransformer. S.L. = synchroniz-
ing lamps.
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Consequently:
	 /1011
►► ,91:0
1: , 
1.34 ► I lhmXo, _ 2,72,721,9
and
2,%
	I.!Il:r	 '
	
I,a:' 
= ( ► ,35.1 01111 ► .
In order to carry out the experiments,the machine is directly
coupled with a direct current machine which serves as brake for the
motor experiments and as driving motor for the generator experiments.
Fig. 50 shows the circuit diagram of the experimental set-up. The
three machines a.m., g.s.m.3, and g.s.m.2 serve as Ward-Leonard
drive for the synchronous machine s.m. the voltage of which is
supplied directly to the stator and via the induction regualtor i.r.
and the autotransformer I.R.to the rotor. For synchronization the
machine is driven by the direct current machine g.s.m.l until its
numbers of revolutions reaches twice the synchronous value (1500 r/min).
The voltage of the synchronous machine is then fed to the rotor by
turning on the switches Sl, S2 and S3. Now the stator is synchronized
with the synchronizing lamp s.l. with the synchronous machine by
switch S4.
This switch enables the exact adjustment of the voltage on each
side of the machine and its frequency. The magniCude and sense of
load of the d.s.machine are essentially adjusted by exciting the
direct current machine g.s.m.l, since the group s.m. - g.s.m.2 is
much larger than the group d.s.m.-g.s.m 1. The d.s. machine works as
motor or generator whenever the induced voltage of the direct current
machine g.s.m.l is larger or smaller than the voltage of the direct
current net. Since the group s.m.-g.s.m.2 is much larger than the
group d.s.m.-g.s.m.l, the frequency of the synchronous machine (and
consequently the number of revolutions of the group d.s.m.-g.s.m.l)
will not change much during demand. The induced voltage of the direct
current machine g.s.m.l-and consequently the demand - thus mainly
depends upon exciting the direct current machine g.s.m.l.
Machine II: For the experiments with series and parallel connec-
tions a special machine has been coiled with a turn ratio ti-i for
50Hz and the corresponding number of revolutions during d.s. operation.
It has the following data and constants:
;;,41 :t Vole A'hase 'l-4-ilV . , :d ► III.., ''iui1i'I • r11in.. ►^ 1'^^h•i.
Stator: Circuit:	 star, number of slots: 36, wires in series/slot:
30, maximum allowable current for continuous operation - 10
Amp./ph.
Rotor: Circuit:	 star, number of slots: 54, wires in series/slot:	 ?0
20,maximum allowable current for continuous operation - 7
Amp./ph.
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X,,
 - 1,75 Ohm, It, a 0,99 Ohm warm, alternatingcurrent
X001= 2,30 Ohm, R, _: 1,68 Ohm warm, alternating current, including
brush resistance at ca-^50X of nominal current.
Mechanic losses + air friction losses - 180 Watt
Magnetizing reactance and iron losses are also given as function
of air slit voltage in Fig. 51.
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Fig. 51. Change of r,., and of losses with saturation (Machine II)
A - no-load operation as motor, B = motor operation,
50% nominal output, C - generator operation, 50% nominal
output.
The stray reactances were calculated after the same method used
for the preceding machine. Since the ratio is =1 , the condition
U =*
	 is satisfied by parallel connection, consequently the pro-
cedure is much simpler in this case. Only the currents of the
parallel connected machine have to be measured during ideal no-load
oeration with normal voltage. A very accurate adjustment of the
voltage is unnecessary in this case. The following mean values of
the currents under these conditions were obtained:
is - 5.15 Amp. 	 Jr = 3.92 Amp.
/106consequently:
X"	 ./,	 :1,92 = 0
, 761XQ = 3Y= 5,15 	,
The sum of stray reactance was calculated from the short circuit
experiment. It is:
96
Xo, + ,\ u, — 4,05 S2
This results in:	 0,761
X,, = 4,05 • 1,76 a 1,75S2
xv, = 4,05 • 1 = 2,30 S21,7x1
The circuit diagrams for the experimentb on this machine are shown
in Fig. 52; a - parallel connection, b - series connection. The syn-
chronizing procedure for parallel connection is the same as explained
previously for machine I. For series connection, however, the d.s.m.
is first switched to the stationary synchronous generator s.g. with
switch S2. The generator is excited. Both will then slowly be
driven by the machine g.s.m.2 of the latter until the nominal number
of revolutions is reached and then synchronized with the net by switch
Sl. Switch S2 is then switched off. In both cases a) and b) the
demand evidently is only determined by exciting the direct current
machine g.s.m.l.
(8.2.) Operating curves
Load experiments were carried out for motor and generator opera-
tion with the following voltages:
Machine I: motor operation
1. Us - 150 Volt, Ur - 75 Volt (constructional asymmetry)
2. Us - 143 Volt, Ur - 75 Volt (approximately unilateral rotor ma-
gnetization)
3. Us = 160 Votl, Ur - 70 Volt (distinct essential asymmetry, rotor
de-magnetizing)
generator operation
1. Us - 150 Volt, Ur = 75 Volt (constructional asymmetry)
2. Us - 150 Volt, Ur - 72 Volt (approximately unilateral rotor ma-
gnetization)
3. Us - 160 Volt, Ur - 70 Volt (distinct essential asymmetry, rotor
de-magnetizing)
/108Machine II:
parallel connection, 380 Volt, motor and generator operation
series connection,	 760 Volt, motor and generator operation
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Fig. 52. Circuit diagram for the experiments with machine H.
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For each of the mentioned cases operating curves (currents,
received power, power factors and efficiency as function of the
supplied power)were theoretically calculated and controlled by
measurements in a load experiment. In order to find out the supplied
or received mechanical power, the losses of the direct current ma-
chine were calculated and its supplied or received electric power
was measured in the experiment.
The theoretical calculations were carried out as follows: first
the compensation constants are calculated and then the various
quantities from the compensation circles for various values of the
parameters within the practical operating field are calculated ly . An
example for these calculations is given in annex II.
The change of saturation during load causes a considerable de-
viation between the measured results and the results calculated for
constant saturation. As Fig. 51 shows, the magnetizing reactance
SP of machine II changes between no-load and half-load operation by
about 3% for motor operation and by 4% for generator operation. The
ratios of machine I are more unfavorable, the corresponding values are
about 8% for constructional asymmetry. In order to remove this in-
fluence of saturation change on the comparison between measured and
calculated results we assumed a value for xP (and for the iron
losses) which corresponds to the air slit voltage at 50% of nominal
power for each calculated case. Also the resistance of the rotor
circle changes with the current due to the brush voltage drop. The
assumed and above-mentioned values of rotor resistance correspond to
half of the allowable value of the rotor current. The constants of
the machine which were assumed for the calculation of the operating
curves are consequently valid for about half of the continuous out-
put.
Figures 53 to 62 show the calculated operating curves for all
eight above-mentioned cases. The measured points are also plotted
in the same figures. A good correspondance resulted in all cases be-
R	 tween the measurements and the theoretically calculated results.
Figures 53 to 58 of the first machine show clearly the extent of in-
fluence on the behavior of the machine during operation by the rela-
tionship of its terminal voltages (the essential asymmetry). They	 /114
differ essentially (to a very large extent) in their currents.
Figures 53 and 56 show the character of constructional asymmetry, i.e.,
a smaller (compared to stator current) supplied rotor current during
motor operation and a larger during generator operation. The dif-
ference between both currents is almost the same in both cases in the
total operating field. The influence of essential asymmetry on
currents and power factors as explained in chapter (7.5.) can be
seen in figures 54, 55, 57 and 58.
Figures 59 and 60 of the parallel connection (machine II) ob-
viously also have the same character of constructional asymmetry.
Figures 61 and 62 represent the characteristic lines of the machine
1) In order to obtain sufficient accuracy, graphic determination was avoided.
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for series connection. A comparison between the operating curves of
both connections shows the important fact that there is no differen-
ce between the characteristic lines of both connections as long as
power and current of the total machine are considered. For a
certain supplied power, the machine always takes in the same
total power and double net current and consequently has the same
total power factor during parallel as during series connection.
There is a very considerable difference, however, between the
currents Js and Jr or the power factors cos ¢, and cos q,, of parallel
connection. The constructional asymmetry consequently has no con-
siderable influence on net current and output of the complete ma-
chine during parallel connection; it is only effective (very clearly)
in the sharing of this net current among both machine parts. This
result agrees with the above-explained fact that asymmetr only con-
siderably affects the division of blind current among both machine
parts.
The increase of continuous output caused by this influence of con-
structional asymmetry during parallel connection - as compared to
series connection - for motor generation and its decrease for genera-
tor operation (chapter 7.6.) is also shown in figures 59 to 62. The
continuous output for parallel connection is:
motor operation:	 7.15kW (supplied mechanic output)
generator operation: 6.05kW (supplied electric output)
and for series connection:
motor operation:	 6.00kW (supplied mechanic output)
generator operation: 6.2OkW (supplied electric output)
In all these cases the machine is not totally utilized, the stator
is underloaded in any case (Fig. 59 to 62). As we have seen in chapter
(7.6.), the total utilization of the machine can be reached by parallel
connection with a suitably chosen transmission ratio
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Fig. 53. Operating curves; motor operation, 25 Hz, 1500
r/min.
Us - 150 V, Ur - 75 V r
 u - u - 2 (machine I)
&):stator current; b):rotor current; c):received
pourer; d):calculated characteristic lines;
@):measured points; i):supplied power;
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Fig. 54. Operating curves; motor operation, 25 Hz, 1500
r/min.
Us - 153 V t
 Ur - 75 V, u - 2 (machine I)
&):stator current; b):rotor current; c):lading;
d):lagginj; e):received power; f):calculated
characteristic lines; S):neasured points;
h):supplied power;
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&):stator current
b):rotor current
c):leading
d):received power
e):cslculated characteristic
line
f):weasured points
g) : mffl ied power
Fig. 55. jorating curves; motor operation
 Hz, 1500 r/min.
Us - 160 V, Ur - 70 V, u 2
(rotor de-magnetizing, machine 1)
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Fig. 56. Operating curves; generator operation
2^ Hz, 1500 r/min.
Us - 150 V. Ur - 75 V, u u - 2
(machine 1)
a):stator current; b);rotor current; c):received power; d):calculated
characteristic lines; e):weasured points; f):supplied power;
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Fig. 57. Operating curves; generator operation
25 Hz, 1500 r/min.
	 N
Us - 150 V, Ur - 72 V, u - 2 (machine I)
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Fig. 58. 0erating curves; generator operation
25 Hz, 1500 r/min.
Us - 160 V, Ur - 70 V, u - 2
(rotor de-magnetizing , machine I)
a):stator current; b):rotor current; c):leadint; d):recoived power; e):calculated
characteristic lines; f):semsured points; 6):supplied power;
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Fig. 59. Operating curves; parallel connection,
motor operation.
U = 1, 380 V, 50 Hz, 2000 r/min. (machine II)
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Fig. 60. Operating curves; parallel connection,
generator operation.
u = 1, 380 V, 50 Hz, 2000 r/min. (machine II)
a):current; b):net current; c):received power; d):calculated characteristic lines;
e):measured points; f):supplied power;
i
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Fig. 61. Operating curves; series connection; motor
operation.
u = 1, 760 V, 50 Hzm 2000 r/min. (machine II)
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Fig. 62. Operating curves; series connection;
generator operation.
iI = 1, 760 V / 50 Hz, 2000 r/min. (machine II)
a):current; b):received power; c):calculated characteristic lines; d):measured
-points; e):supplied power;
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ABSTRACT
	 /175
The very common case of the double-fed synchronous machine was
treated in this study, stator and rotor of a machine having asym-
metric constants and dissimilar number of turns; they are fed by
voltages of different magnitudes and phases. Both motor and generator
operation are studied. The main equations are set up and solved by
observing the periodic change of the counter inductances between
stator and rotor. The following results were obtained:
1. The general differential equations of the machine.
2. The vector equation for stable operation.
3. Combined space and time vector diagram for the relations between
the various space and time vectors.
4. The general solution of the main equations and exact calculation of
current and output of each part of the machine for any chosen degree
of asymmetry.
5. Compensation circuits of the machine.
6. Impedance and current locus curves.
7. The characteristics of double-feeding synchronous operation under
the various operational conditions and the influence of asymmetry
of constants and voltages on the behavior of the machine.
The studies on various degrees of asymmetry as well as series and
parallel connections were carried out on two experimental machines and
they conform well with theory.
A method for exact separation of stray reactances of stator and
rotor is suggested and applied to both experimental machines.
It was found that a certain degree of asymmetry is necessary for
total utilization of the machine. It could be shown accordingly that
the parallel connection with ii < 1 is more favorable than series con-
nection since it makes a saving of material possible which might
amount to more than 40%.
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Calculation examples after the circle diagrams
Data: (Case (3) of the essentially asymmetric machine, chapter (7.5.))
R, = 1,1 .1 Ohm, X,, = 1,30 Ohm, R, = 0,465 Ohm, X, = 1 1,355 Ohm
X 1,. = 27,:9 Ohm, •it =2,00
	 , U„ = 14:1 Volt,	 U, = 7!1 Volt.
Calculations:
11, = 27,3/(2)2 = 6,825 Ohm.
The dissimilarity factor is derived from equation (46a)
K --12.501
After equations (38a) to (38d):
r,,, 	r 4,2x1 ► Ohm
X„, _ — 56.6 17 Ohm
r,,,	40,342 Ohm
X„ _- -- 4.529 Ulan
(control:	
' 0. 
= + 12,501 XO, = +12,501)
 )
It can be concluded from equation (40a):
Y, ,. = - 118,32 +3205,4h - 2329.3 = 29,908 Ohm
Likewise:
Y,,,,, == + 01. 1172  + 20.5109 - 14,90 .1 = +2,393 ()hill
(control:
	
X 110
	
12,5111	 )
X loo.
Consequently the compensation constants are:
Stator: (equation (43))
1,140 + 4.2x1 ► = + ;5,42 11 Ohm.
1.31111 + :.1-"31111 + -►!1.9118 —56j)17
 _ + 1,891 ()hill
	
- 2 (— 29.90,S) —	 :111,911; Ohm.
cation (45))
.^,^	 11,35b } li.x2rrr	 2r .a!12'	 d.^i2'!I	 1 11,2r Ir!1 ohm
X 1„
	
2. 2',:119:5
	 -1, 7x1; 4)h111.
r .
/^	 11,•Il;:r ^ o,a1 •,!	 ^ 11,x1171 l11n1
ills
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The dimensions of the current circles consequently are:	 /117
Stator: (equation (53b)):
x = +50.0 Amp.
y = -9.67 Amp.
R = +53.4 Amp
Radius of the circle determining the power line:
Scale of the inner output in vertical direction:
i
Rotor:	 (equation (53d)):
x = +107.0 Amp.
y = +32.6 Amp.
R = +96.6 Amp.
Radius for the circle determining the power line:
Scale of the inner output in vertical direction:
ti r = I r	 le,	 , ' — _' . ^ . 16-) . a'..^^ _ •3x,7 Volt.'
Reduction factor (=ratio of scales) = Ss/Sr = 165.05/48.7 = 3.387
Consequently the reduced dimensions of rotor circuit are:
x = 107.0/3.387 = 31.60 Amp.
y = 32.6/3.387 = 9.62 Amp.
R = 96.6/3.387 = 28.53 Amp.
Radius of the circle determining the power line:
85.0/3.387 = 25.1 Amp.
The figure (page 110 ) shows the circle diagrams with a scale 1 cm =
4 Ampere. The various scales are:
Scale: lcm =	 Stator	 Rotor	 Machine
current, Ampere/phase	 4	 13.55	 -
inner output, total, kW	 1.98	 1.98	 3.96
terminal output, total, kW	 1.716	 3.210	 -
111
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compensation circuits:
(equations (43) or (45))
Circle diagram of the essentially asymmetric machine, case (3).
r	 I, t \„I^.	 7!1 \,di. „	 _	 II/. I.vol ► r/min.
l + = I .I A r ^. li ,	 41,4li . ". N	 - I .::n v. .\' r - 11,:{	 \	 -	 Q1.
For the given points and multiplication by the corresponding scales .
the following data from measurements of the circle diagrams are ob-
tained:
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/119Stable operating field
/ I 
iM /'A. ,
I'.ks4. .1, /'A. 1*1" 0, 1,
A„
kW A A kW
14.T 39j; 11,4 41i,x i 7.9 2.4
11 22,3
6S.:
21 ,
 
.1 II,11 3,3 1:.,3 1i,3 N.!l
5,! ► ..: 1 37. 1 i 64 , 2 1 2.4
all 21m. 1; 1 2.3 101).11 0; 1 .1 9. ► 64.4 22. 2
45 40,1 I,.(1 914,9 4:1.41 12.4 64.4 '4.4
60 51.2 2 1. I 116,1 III-I'S 14.6 54.6 3.-J.7
75 1 2 IA 125.! 1 15,2 !) I M 39.0;
73.5 21;.1; . 1 . -, 147A 1 4,3 4f1.8 41 1.4
111:1 Y	 21 26.6 1 [-,I.s !0.0; 2:9.3 36.2
91;. -, 1 -1 1 ! 11.11 2.4 .1,21 2 '-. I
Unstable operating field
1;\\ \m
 l..p k \V A %V k\\
1 39.6 14.8 46.S i i .'1 1 -,,%, :: 2'5
5. f; 1 7 t1.'1 1	 1 1 1.2 1.3 11:1,	 1 1 2.3
63.-1 Is,-, IN. 1 20;.-1 90.2 1-0;
5 1 4. -4 63,3 137 24,•1 M7.7 1 1. I
II i3. 2 IS.4 14.5.0 29.4 x:-,,5 1-1.7
13, 1 1 165,3 31•" 7A.0 16,8
90.6 TO, I x1111 :141.1 ill, i 1:; . ':  
4-11 95.9 !1, 1 22, 1 191 1.8 2x. 4 6•.9
60 1 (N 4.3 110.1 1 ^-15, I; :'1,11
103,0 1 .3 .'1,:1  44.3 '1),31.
90 104.4 7.7 1 i,3 2117.7 10",	 1 3 2. i 4. 1
1115 1112. 16.4; 21 i5j 1 6.." 13.4 Ill.	 I
10!1,5 2: 1 .1 1 i 1 !14.11 2,4 5. 2 --	 .	 I
After these results the characteristic lines of the machine are
I1!	 represented as function of the inner output in Fig, 47.
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Calculation examples from the compensation circuits
Data: As an example we take the calculations of the operating
curves of one of the cases mentioned in chapter (8.2.). We are
taking the first case, generator operation of machine I with the
following values of the voltages of the machine:
Us - 150 Volt, Ur
 = 75 Volt.
The induced voltage referred to the stator at 50% of the nominal
output is about 153.9 Volt after the results of the load experiment.
The corresponding value of yµ is, after Fig. 49:
X11, 24.55 Ohm
The data of the calculation being:
nr = 1,14	 \,, = 1.30	 R, _ 0,465	 1,, = 0,355 Ohm
111 = 24,55 Ohm,	 l., = 150 Volt, 1', = 7 ► %'nll
11 -- Jj.. _ ^'•^^^' 	 (constructional asymmetry)
The compensation constants are obtained in the same way as in Annex I.
They are:
Stator: Rotor:
R,, _.	 4,63 Ohm fry, `_ +	 2.088 011111
1" -	 1,03 Ohn ► 1,, = + 0,04*4 Ohm
Xµ.. _ +47,7:.' Ohm ^`/1..` + 13 ,43	 t ►Iltil
For the given circuit it is simple to prove that the following re-
lations are valid for any chosen value of the parameter.
R	 X
I
^_^J
	
a
V	 XAI
(r	 + 1p. J Gif
_,.:. r
r (r +A) = + BI
Terminal output:	 /121
=•r	
-J28(r A)2 1 IV
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where:
N _	 U - X P`	 Volt
tr 'ltz
 + (X a X,.li
/1` • X;,	 Uh 111
`I 112 + (X -1 X A)2
B >= X X,. (X + X,,) + N2 X,. Ohm
R2 + (X + X„)2
Usingg this relation a considerable simplification in the calcu-
lations is obtained. For various valves of the parameter re the cor-
responding values Js, Pi s and Pks are calculated. For various values
of the parameter rr of the rotor circle the corresponding values of
Jr and Pir are calculated and Jr is drawn as function of the inner
output Pir . Since now Pi s always equals Pir the values of the rotor
current corresponding to the chosen values of the paramer rs can be
determined from the curve Jr = f(Pi r). Then the calculations of the
rotor circle for the obtained values of rotor current can be com-
pleted. The calculations are given in the following tables and the
connecting curve is drawn next to it.
Rotor:	 e =
A =
B =
Calculations:
r', 1111111
74.0 Volt
+2.03 Ohm
0.3623 Ohm
./,, A11110.	 I l i , .
 
Watt 1,111nw.
- Y :1,3115 -	 411,'
— 210 10,7:' 174,11
I1 M. 1. 4114.7 
11.408 (0111
1137.4
r... IX.3 IL''.
^.: $2.9 Ilcln
Stator:
	
e = 146.2 Volt
A = - 4.4 Ohm
B = 1.426 Ohm
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1122Calculation of the operating curves, 150/75 Volt,
generator operation. Connection of both sides.
Z'
Calculations:
0	 1 , I %, I	 . ..	 1h, .1, 1	 1 1 .	 I I
I
. , 1 1 1 • /, 17
Ilun
	 11n1'. Will 1 . I., A I I
1.1,471
2 7 1 0; 7 55
77.7
7 1.1
6.9 1 S'31 1. :1.34 1
I11 1 /1.	 1'1	 .
The characteristic lines of the machine are drawn in Fig. 56
chapter (8.2.)) after this table.
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